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Introduction
Project Summary
The Marin County and Cities Objective Design and Development Standards (Project) is a county-wide
effort, among 10 jurisdictions with grant funding from the California Building Homes and Job Act (SB 2).
The Project is aimed at creating a toolkit to ensure that new multifamily housing and mixed-use
developments are appropriate to their surroundings and meet the communities’ expectations of high
quality and attractive development. The participating jurisdictions include: City of Belvedere, Town of
Corte Madera, Town of Fairfax, City of Larkspur, City of Mill Valley, City of Novato, Town of Ross, Town of
San Anselmo, City of Sausalito, Town of Tiburon, and Unincorporated Marin County. Each jurisdiction can
refine and adopt the toolkit to meet the unique needs and preferences of each community while
complying with state mandates and remaining eligible for funding.
Along with assuring that multifamily and mixed-use development is
Project goals are to address
contextually appropriate and in keeping with community expectations, the
individual preferences
Project is intended to support participating jurisdictions’ compliance with
while leveraging
recent State housing legislations, particularly SB35, the Housing Accountability
similarities such as physical
Act, and SB330, the Housing Crisis Act of 2019. These new laws specify that
conditions, development
project review is done at a ministerial level with no discretionary approval by
patterns, community
a design review board and/or Planning Commission for qualifying projects,
character, and common
and that new developments are evaluated with objective design standards.
regulatory contexts among
Given that new State law limits local discretionary review, Marin County and
the jurisdictions.
participating jurisdictions are evaluating their current standards and
identifying opportunities to improve and refine them to better assure that communities’ retain control of
future development outcomes and the look and feel of their neighborhoods. Objective Design and
Developments standards are measurable, easy to quantify, do not require interpretation, and facilitate
review and approval process.

Survey Introduction
The online survey is part of a broader community engagement effort which is a priority for project
managers at the County and individual jurisdictions. See website for more information. The intent of the
survey was to gather feedback from the community on their preferences on the elements of design for
multifamily and mixed-use development. The feedback from the surveys is intended to complement and
inform the consultant team’s research on existing regulations, standards, and guidelines and to better
position each community to attain the type of development that they find attractive, contextually
appropriate, and that broadens the availability of housing. The objectives of the survey are to help
introduce the Project and guide the community to additional information on objective design and
development standards and the recent State housing legislation; gather constructive feedback on
preferences and priorities on multi-family development; identify challenges and opportunities; and
understand the perspective of the community in addressing housing needs.

Survey Methodology
In order to reach the greatest number and broadest cross section of individuals, the consultant team
administered an online survey via SurveyMonkey, a popular online platform. The survey was posted or
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“active” for 111 days, starting in April 2020 through July 24th, 2020. LWC provided links to the survey for
the jurisdictions to post on websites, Facebook pages and distribute via flyers, handouts, emails, and other
methods. The survey generated 541 responses from residents, property owners, business owners and
operators, special interest groups, County and City staff, elected officials, and civic leaders.
The survey (English version) was vetted by the County and each of the jurisdictions and was made up of
41 questions and took approximately 10-15 minutes to complete. The survey was also translated and
posted in Spanish and Vietnamese. Participants were assured that their participation would be handled
with confidentiality; that survey results would only be reported in aggregate format, with no personally
identifiable information included in project reports or communications.
The survey included seven respondent profile questions (Gender, Race, Age, Residence, Tenure, and
Position in community), 33 general countywide questions, and one open-ended question to gather
additional comments. The general countywide questions were subcategorized into three distinct contexts:
Core, Suburban, and Edge. Four example developments were provided for Core and Suburban contexts
and three examples were provided for Edge Context. Each had three corresponding questions.
Participants were asked to provide their perspective on physical characteristics of residential and mixeduse development in three settings: Core, Suburban, and Edge. A photo and brief description (see Page 5)
of the three settings was provided in the survey and is illustrated next.
Three jurisdictions (Belvedere, Mill Valley, and San Anselmo) submitted additional questions to
supplement the general, Countywide questions. They were added at the end of the survey where
respondents who reside or work in those jurisdictions could opt to respond. See Appendices D, E, and F.
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CORE CONTEXT
In Marin County, a Core is a traditional
downtown or main street area. Areas
where the mixing of uses is a primary
characteristic and daily destinations are
within a short, 5 to 10-minute walk of
most dwellings. (For example: Rafael
Town Center and Mill Valley Downtown).

SUBURBAN CONTEXT
The Suburban context describes areas
typically developed after WWII (1950s)
with wider roadways and more surface
parking. In these areas the separation of
uses is a primary characteristic and
driving is usually required to reach daily
destinations. (For example: Strawberry).

EDGE CONTEXT
Edge areas typically have clustered or
lower-intensity development that is
adjacent to elements of the natural
environment, such as local waterways,
agricultural, or open space. (For example:
Point Reyes Station next to Tomales Bay
Ecological Reserve).
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Survey Result Summary
Respondent Profile
In the 111 days it was posted, 541 individuals completed the survey. The
majority of respondents identified themselves as Residents (511). This
question allowed respondents to select more than one response, or all that
applied. Respondents also identified themselves as Landlord/Property
Manager/Owner
(84)
and
Business
Owner/Operator
(68),
Developer/Builder/Contractor/Architect/Designer (56), Worker Employed in the
County (52) and Member or representative of a government agency or district
in Marin County and Worker in Marin County (33), 12 chose Other.
Most of the respondents identified themselves as residents of San Anselmo
(291). 90 respondents identified themselves as Mill Valley residents, followed
by Unincorporated (35), Corte Madera (24), Fairfax (20), Larkspur (22), Sausalito
(16), Tiburon (9), Belvedere (9), and Ross and Novato at 6 each.
Respondents were nearly evenly split (269 to 272) on having lived in more than
one Marin County community.
The majority of respondents Own their homes (450) and 66 identified
themselves as Renters. 25 respondents Preferred Not to Say or chose Not
Applicable.
Most respondents were Female (309), with 210 Male participants. 23
respondents Preferred Not to Say or chose Not Applicable.
The majority of respondents was over 65 (190), followed by 55-64 year olds
(149) and 45-54 year olds (124), then 35-44 year olds (51) and the 25-34 year
age class (25). Only one person under 18 and two people in the 18-24 age class
responded.
The overwhelming majority of respondents identified themselves as White
(446) with 12 respondents identifying as Asian/Pacific Islander, 11
Hispanic/Latinx, 3 Black/African Americans and 1 Native American. 69
respondents preferred not to state their race or identified as “Other”.
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541 people completed the
survey, the majority
identified themselves as
Resident (511).
More Owners (450)
responded than Renters
(66).
Responses were split on
having lived in more than
one Marin County
community (269 to 272).
More women (309)
participated than men
(210).
Respondents were generally
“older”, in the 65+ age class
(190), followed by 55-64
year olds (149) and 45–54
year olds (124).
Most respondents identified
as White (446).
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Preferences on Design Characteristics
As described in the Survey Methodology, for each of the photo examples within the Core, Suburban and
Edge contexts, respondents were asked their perspective in three questions, 1) the level of appeal and 2)
what characteristics make the example appealing and 3) what improvements they would make to improve
the design of the example. Responses to each of these multiple-choice questions with accompanying
graphs and charts can be found in Appendix B. Respondents were also given the opportunity to provide
a written response to each question which generated 1203 individual comments (see Appendix C for the
list of comments). There was also an opportunity at the end of the survey to add a general written
comment on issues that may not have been covered in the survey. All the multiple choice and written
responses are summarized next.

SUMMARY OF DESIGN APPEAL REPONSES
While responses on level of appeal varied among the examples, consistent
themes arose in the characteristics that appealed to respondents and the
design improvements they would make. These themes offer important insight
into the community’s design preferences.
Across the three contexts, the community noted a clear preference for
developments that maintain the scale and character of the neighboring
development, and use articulation to reduce mass and bulk. Responses
consistently cited “Building articulation,” “Building height,” “Building setback,”
and “Landscaping/plantings” characteristics when considering if the design of
the development was appealing or needed improvement. The “Area between
the building and the roadway” and “Screening” were mentioned frequently as
valued design characteristics that influence the appeal of the development and
need improvement.

Consistent themes in the
most appealing design
characteristics:
•
•
•
•
•
•

Building articulation,
Building height,
Building setbacks,
Landscaping,
Building height and
Relationship with
Neighboring structures

CORE (What do you find appealing and what improvements would you make)
Generally, there was consensus for more landscaping, trees, plazas, outdoor space, balconies, bike
parking and storage, greater setbacks and articulation to reduce building mass/bulk, blending in with
nearby buildings (contextually appropriate design), high/higher quality design elements,
updated/refreshed exteriors, better choice of colors, and hidden parking.
Items on which there was dissenting comments or lack of consensus included modern versus traditional
style, more versus less height, more versus less density, and more versus less parking.

SUBURBAN (What do you find appealing and what improvements would you
make)
Generally, respondents agreed that more outdoor space, landscaping, decks, porches and open space
was appealing as well as bicycle parking and storage, high/higher quality/attractive materials,
perpetuating community character, greater setbacks and articulation to reduce bulk/monotony, solar on
rooftops, hidden/underground parking and attention to (context) blending in with the neighborhood.
There were conflicting comments on more versus less density, height, modern versus traditional design,
taller versus height limits/reduction.
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EDGE (What do you find appealing and what improvements would you make)
Generally, comments were in favor of solar on rooftops, car charging options, more outdoor space, pool,
tennis and basketball court and landscaping, community garden, playground, blending with neighboring
buildings and environment, hidden/underground parking, unique/individual design, less monolithic,
keeping with the character of Marin, better quality, attractive materials, and articulation to break up
“boxiness” and bulk.
Items on which there were dissenting comments included support for taller buildings versus limits or
reduction of height, higher versus lower density, and to build more housing opposed to limiting or
restricting development at the edge.

Additional Comments (summary of comments not included in the write-in
responses and multiple choice)
•

Prioritize LEED Standards

•

Need more affordable housing in Marin

•

Just build more housing

•

Encourage density in commercial areas and near transit

•

Impose a building moratorium

•

Consider walkability transit, and access to goods and services

•

Consider fire risk

•

Need objective design standards

•

Consider people with disabilities

A handful of respondents thought the survey was too long or confusing, while a similar number thanked
the City for the opportunity or voiced support.
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APPENDIX A: Respondent Profile Questions
Question 1: I am a: [select all that applies]

“Other” includes:
• Renter
• Landscape Architect
• Homeowner
• Live in Ross on the border with SA
• Renter, lessor, elder
• Member Strawberry Design Review Board

•
•
•
•
•
•

Planner
City Planner outside of Marin
Planning Commisioner
Intended resident
Renter- low income
Active transportation advocate
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Question 2: In what Marin county community do you reside?

“Unincorporated Marin County” specified below:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

94973
94960
94941
Almonte
Greenbrae
Homestead
Homestead Valley

•
•
•
•
•

Kentfield (2)
Marin City
Point Reyes Station
San Rafael
Sleepy Hollow (7)

•
•
•
•
•

Tam Valley (6)
Terra Linda
Tam Junction
Woodacre (3)
Other

Question 3: Have you lived in more than one Marin County
community?
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Question 4: Do you own or rent?

Question 5: What is your gender?

Question 6: What is your age?
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Question 7: What is your race or ethnicity?

Other (please specify):
•
•
•
•
•
•

Other
Mixed race 4 or more races
Euraian America
Eurasian
Irish
Human

•
•
•
•
•
•
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Mixed
Caucasian. “White” is neither a race nor an ethnicity.
Mixed race
White, Jewish
Muli-racial
decline
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APPENDIX B: General Countywide Questions
Respondents were provided examples for the three placetypes (Core, Suburban, and Edge) and asked to
identify if the design of the development is appealing or unappealing and what improvements they would
make for the design to be more appealing.

Core Context
Most respondents agreed on the design of the first example to be the most appealing and rated the other
three examples as somewhat appealing. Respondents found “Building Articulation” and “Building Height”
to be the most appealing characteristics of the design of Example 1 and recognized
“Landscaping/plantings” and “Area between the building and roadway” as improvements they would
make. Most respondents identified Example 2 as somewhat unappealing, primarily due to:
“Landscaping/plantings,” “Screening,” and “Area between the building & roadway.” Comments also
identified colors and materials as unappealing design elements. Core context examples three and four
were generally identified as somewhat appealing designs. Most respondents found “Building articulation”
as an appealing characteristic for both developments. For Example 3 and Example 4, most respondents
recognized “None” of the characteristics as improvements to make, while many identified “Building
setbacks” as an improvement to make to the design of both developments.

Core Context Example 1

Most respondents found this example to be “Somewhat Appealing” and “Very Appealing.” Respondents
found the characteristics “Building Articulation” and “Building Height” to be the most appealing.
Respondents identified “Screening” as the least appealing characteristics of the development. Participants
identified “Landscaping/plantings,” “Building setbacks,” and “Area b/w the building & roadway” as
characteristics that needed improvement. “Building access,” “Location and configuration of parking,” and
“Screening” are characteristics that participants generally would not improve.
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How appealing do you consider the design of the development shown in the image?

What characteristics make the design of the development appealing to you? (Mark all that apply).

What improvements would you make to the design of the development? (Mark all that apply).
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Core Context Example 2
Most respondents found this example to be “Somewhat Unappealing” and “Somewhat Appealing.”
Respondents found the characteristics “Building Height” to be the most appealing as well as “None” of the
characteristics to be appealing. Generally, respondents distinguished “Screening” and “Area between the
building & roadway” as unappealing characteristics. Participants identified “Landscaping/plantings” and
“Area between the building & roadway” as characteristics that needed the most improvement. “Building
articulation,” “Screening,” and “Building setback” are identified as characteristics that need improvement.

How appealing do you consider the design of the development shown in the image?
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What characteristics make the design of the development appealing to you? (Mark all that apply).

What improvements would you make to the design of the development? (Mark all that apply).
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Core Context Example 3
Most respondents found this example to be “Somewhat Appealing.” Respondents found the
characteristics “Building articulation,” “Areas between the building & roadway,” and “Building access” to
be the most appealing. Respondents identified “Screening” to be the least appealing characteristic of the
development. Participants found the characteristics “Building height” and “Landscaping/plantings” to
need the most improvement. Many respondents found “None” of the characteristics needed to be
improved. Some respondents identified “Building articulation” and “Relationship of the building with
neighboring structures” as improvements to make to the design of the development.

How appealing do you consider the design of the development shown in the image?
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What characteristics make the design of the development appealing to you? (Mark all that apply).

What improvements would you make to the design of the development? (Mark all that apply).
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Core Context Example 4
Most respondents found this example to be “Somewhat Appealing.” Many respondents found the design
of the development to be “Very Appealing.” Most respondents identified “Building Height,” “Building
Articulation,” and “Landscaping/plantings” as characteristics that make the design of the development
appealing. Many respondents identified “Building setbacks,” “Building access,” and “Location and
configuration of parking” to be appealing. Most respondents found that “None” of the characteristics need
improvements. Many respondents found characteristics “Building setbacks” and “Areas between the
building and roadway” as improvements to make to the design of the development. Few respondents
identified “Screening” and “Building access” as characteristics that need improvement.

How appealing do you consider the design of the development shown in the image?
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What characteristics make the design of the development appealing to you? (Mark all that apply).

What improvements would you make to the design of the development? (Mark all that apply).
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Suburban Context
For Suburban Context, there was consensus for Example 4 to be the most appealing design of the
development. On the other hand, Example 1 was identified as somewhat of an unappealing design.
Examples two and three were found to be somewhat appealing. Most respondents agreed on “Building
articulation,” “Landscaping/plantings,” “Building height,” and “Building setback” as the most appealing
characteristics that make the design of the development very appealing. Overall, “Landscaping/plantings”
and “Building articulation” were determining characteristics for respondents to identify appealing or
unappealing designs among the examples. Not many respondents ranked “Screening” and “Relationship
of the building w/ neighboring structures” as a deciding factor for creating an appealing design. However,
respondents identified these as items for improvement. Additionally, most respondents identified
“Building articulation” and “Landscaping/plantings” as appealing characteristics and many respondents
identified “Building setback” and “Building height” as appealing characteristics for Example 3. For Example
1, most respondents identified “Landscaping/plantings,” and “Building articulation” as an improvement to
make to the design of the development.

Suburban Context Example 1
Most respondents identified the design of this development to be “Somewhat Appealing.” Most
respondents found the characteristics “Building setback” and “Landscaping/plantings” to be the most
appealing design elements of the development. Many respondents determined “Building articulation” and
“Building height” to be appealing characteristics. Most respondents identified “None” of the characteristics
as improvements to make to the design of the development. Many respondents found “Building
articulation” as a characteristic to make improvement to the design of the development. Very few
respondents identified “Building setback,” “Building access,” and “Building height” as improvements to
make the design.
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How appealing do you consider the design of the development shown in the image?

What characteristics make the design of the development appealing to you? (Mark all that apply).

What improvements would you make to the design of the development? (Mark all that apply).
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Suburban Context Example 2
Most respondents identified the design of this development to be “Somewhat Appealing.” Most
respondents found the characteristics “Building setback” and “Landscaping/plantings” to be the most
appealing design elements of the development. Many respondents determined “Building articulation” and
“Building height” to be appealing characteristics. Most respondents identified “None” of the characteristics
as improvements to make to the design of the development. Many respondents found “Building
articulation” as a characteristic to make improvement to the design of the development. Very few
respondents identified “Building setback,” “Building access,” and “Building height” as improvements to
make the design.

How appealing do you consider the design of the development shown in the image?
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What characteristics make the design of the development appealing to you? (Mark all that apply).

What improvements would you make to the design of the development? (Mark all that apply).
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Suburban Context Example 3
Most respondents found the design of this development to be “Somewhat Appealing.” Most respondents
identified “Building articulation” and “Landscaping/plantings” as appealing characteristics. Many
respondents identified “Building setback” and “Building height” as appealing characteristics. Very few
respondents found “Screening” as an appealing design characteristic of the development. Most
respondents also acknowledged “Building articulation” as a design characteristic that needs improvement
for this development. Many respondents found “Landscaping/plantings,” “Area between the building and
roadway,” “Building height,” and “Relationship of the building w/ neighboring structures” as improvements
to make to the design of the development.

How appealing do you consider the design of the development shown in the image?
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What characteristics make the design of the development appealing to you? (Mark all that apply).

What improvements would you make to the design of the development? (Mark all that apply).
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Suburban Context Example 4
Most respondents identified the design of this development to be “Very Appealing.” Most respondents
identified “Building articulation,” “Landscaping/plantings,” “Building height,” and “Building setback” as the
most appealing characteristics. Many respondents found “Building access” and “Location and
configuration of parking” as appealing characteristics. Most respondents identified “None” of the
characteristics as improvements to make to the design of the development.

How appealing do you consider the design of the development shown in the image?
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What characteristics make the design of the development appealing to you? (Mark all that apply).

What improvements would you make to the design of the development? (Mark all that apply).
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Edge Context
For the Edge Context examples, there was consensus among the respondents that Example 2 was the
least appealing design and Example 3 was the most appealing design. Similar to Suburban Context,
“Building setback,” “Building height,” “Building articulation,” and “Landscaping/plantings” were deciding
factors for the respondents to identify appealing and unappealing designs. Respondents identified
“Building articulation” and “Landscaping/plantings” as improvements to make to the design of the
developments for all three examples. Respondents identified “Building height” and “Building setback” as
characteristics that make the design of the development appealing. The design of the Example 3
development was the most popular in terms of “Building height,” “Building setback,” and “Building
articulation.”

Edge Context Example 1
Most respondents found this Edge development to be “Somewhat Unappealing” and many respondents
identified it as “Very Unappealing.” Very few identified the design of this development as “Very Appealing.”
Most respondents identified “Building setback” and Building height” as appealing characteristics. Most
respondents found the characteristics “Building articulation” and “Landscaping/plantings” as needed
improvements.

How appealing do you consider the design of the development shown in the image?
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What characteristics make the design of the development appealing to you? (Mark all that apply).

What improvements would you make to the design of the development? (Mark all that apply).
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Edge Context Example 2
Most respondents identified the design of this development as “Somewhat Unappealing.” Very few
respondents recognized this to be a “Very appealing” development. Most respondents identified “None”
of the characteristics as appealing. Many respondents found “Building setback” and “Building height” as
appealing characteristics. Most respondents identified “Building articulation” as an improvement to make
to the design of the development. Many respondents identified “Location and configuration of parking”
and “Landscaping/plantings” as improvements to make to the design.

How appealing do you consider the design of the development shown in the image?
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What characteristics make the design of the development appealing to you? (Mark all that apply).

What improvements would you make to the design of the development? (Mark all that apply).
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Edge Context Example 3
Most respondents identified the design of the development as “Somewhat Appealing” and found the
“Building height” as a characteristic that makes the design of the development appealing. Many
respondents found the “Building articulation” and “Building setback” as appealing design characteristics.
Most respondents identified “Landscaping/plantings” and “Building articulation” as characteristics to
improve the design of the development.

How appealing do you consider the design of the development shown in the image?
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What characteristics make the design of the development appealing to you? (Mark all that apply).

What improvements would you make to the design of the development? (Mark all that apply).
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APPENDIX C: General Countywide Questions Written Input
Introduction
Appendix C includes unedited responses and comments from the write in questions
of the survey. The comments in Appendix C appear as they were entered in the
survey by the respondents.
In each of the 33 countywide multiple-choice questions, respondents were given the
opportunity to write in comments to 2 questions:
• What characteristics make the design of the development appealing to you?
• What improvements would you make to the design of the development?
Respondents were also given the opportunity to provide a written comment at the
end of the survey.
• Please provide any additional comments.
The write in comments are presented below as they were entered and as they appear
in the online survey results. A summary of the write-in comments for each context is
provided in the Preferences on Design Characteristics of the Survey Result Summary.
Positive/appealing and negative/unappealing comments are identified as such in
that summary regardless of the question. For example, if a respondent entered a
negative comment in response to the “What do you find appealing” question, it was
summarized as a negative comment.
Core Context Example 1:

What characteristics make the design of the
development appealing to you?
•
•

rounded facade, roof eaves
Needs more set back for community space

What improvements would you make to the
design of the development?
•
•

style is retrograde
No parking garage.
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•
•

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

•
•
•

•
•

•
•

•
•
•
•
•
•
•

I like the entrance on the corner and the two
elongated windows on either side
Difficult to see where parking is; height of
neighboring bldg.; landscaping; bldg.
access?!!?
Mixed zoning use
Fenestration and other design features
Clean
Nice colors and awnings
Multi-use less town sprawl
Architectural style
Answer is assuming it is mixed use with retail
at ground level
Reasonably appealing blend of residential
and commercial. Attractive architecturally
feature: the curved corner feature. Would like
to see better design feature in the decks off
the upper floors, but conceptually a good
approach to higher density mixed use
housing/ retailing for a downtown area.
Entry and rounded area above entry.
I like the mixed use storefronts with
apartments above.
The actual classical architectural details
(dentals, curved portion, window trim,
balconies, etc.). Seems well proportioned too.
I have no real opinion since I don’t know its
location.
With more class- we’d like our property
values to rise – that design is taudry. Let’s at
least have the illusion of affluence like
Belvedere, or Mill Valley
Like balconies and mix of business on ground
floor, residential above.
It’s housing for God’s sake. Let’s build housing
and have less cost to do so because of the
concept that adding articulation and
fenestration is something we deserve.
Neutral about it. Looks kind of bland.
Curved lines at the corners.
Bike parking.
Mixed use; living space, business, and parking
I like its light references to Spanish
Ugly design and protruding outside features
It’s a handsome structure, appropriate up to
the sidewalk and I like the entry at the corner.
Hard to compare with surrounding area, but
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•
•
•
•
•
•
•

•

•

•
•
•
•
•

•
•
•
•

•
•

It’s a very generic superblock with revivalist
features tacked on.
Fenestration
Those balconies look like cages for animals in
a pet store.
See response above. Cant respond without
seeing more details.
Those rooms rent for 4 grand very over
priced
Make one story and move to country with
land
The building shown is of a very ambiguous
and indistinct vernacular and lacks
architectural character. A building located at
a mixed-use zone corner in relatively dense
core area warrants more appealing design
thinking.
I really like the building but new, not a lot of
character, I enjoy older, eccletic, varied
buildings
In a downtown area to allow light and views
altering heights to highlight Key Views such
as Mt.Tam or nature scape! NO higher than
the 3 stories shops bottom offices middle
living top with UNDERGROUND parking or in
center of shops with garbage hidden as well
in parking structure area
It's just not an attractive building you are
showing, but I love the overall concept.
I can’t tell what green features building has.
That is important to me.
Bike parking and storage
Lighter colored trim.
It’s very hard to say. The balconies and
shutters look fake/ non-functional.
Architectural appeal is present but not
outstanding.
Paint a different color.
Can’t see enough to make a comment.
Allow for use of the sidewalk for retail
Anything to give it more “character.” This
development isn’t bad, since the existing
building has a bit of character already.
This survey doesn’t provide enough
information
everything needs to change.
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has a nice scale and rhythm with upper set-in
patio on the upper level
The design/ layout of the top floor is the most
appealing
mass uses full lot, design symmetrical, subtle
detail
Beauty
I like the fact that the resident can walk to the
store and coffee shop, or theater without the
use of car. I have seen this set up in
Sunnyvale and it is very appealing and
accessible.
The building selected does not fit the
questions asked.
It's very cheap looking, trying to be historic
but not successful.
I appreciate the neutral color palette
Smaller Project
I like the shutters and balconies and general
simplicity and classic feel of the architecture
Curved corner entrance, awnings, wrought
iron details, intricate roof detail, available
parking
but not seen from street
It is difficult to see these attribute
the corner rounded entry, awnings, roof
detail
Mixed commercial/residential use
Awnings, balconies, stucco and tile roofsuccc
balconies
The Architectural Design, ie. The rounded
corner containing the entrance with its own
elevated
roof. And the outrigger detailing on the roof
overhangs.
balconies

•

•
•
•

•
•

•
•
•
•
•
•

•
•
•
•

•
•
•
•
•
•

The building seems massive in scale when
compared to the sidewalk. Ideally, the
building would be 2 smaller instead of 1
massive, or allow for a height increase, with
the upper housing units recessed which
would allow for more exterior design and
perceived mass reduction.
this is appropriately designed for its location
Make taller to fully utilize the footprint
(provide more housing)
Parking is essential. Not providing parking is
to deny a reality. Off street parking is always
required and proven so during COVID
rooftop garden / patio
Could be taller and more dense given
location. Ground floor ceiling height could be
taller.
Not so stark white. More vegetation.
Larger & more units
Incorporate garden or common spaces within
common building cores.
I'd love to see some outdoor benches. It's
welcoming and practical
Too massive
The windows, canopies, and balconies are a
bit cluttered- would like to carry the base
materials up and define he first floor a little
more distinctly from the upper level
residential. I’s prefer a little warmer colors,
but the white and base and dark elements
work OK
Good, balanced example of
residential/business infill. Timeless. Flexible.
Kinda boring and uninviting
Bicycle access and secure storage
Reduce parking. We don't to concede as
much space to cars. More for bikes and
walking.
Would like bldg to be bigger. We have a
housing shortage
additional cornice articulation- it's a bit flat
More pronounced facade articulation
it looks like its trying to belong to an era it
doesn't belong to (presuming this is new)
I dislike the fake traditional character
The outermost part of the structure needs to
be the exterior wall. Balconies need to be
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recessed taken out from the inner space.
Landscaping needs to be by the edge of the
street, not by the structure. wider pedestrian
areas are pleasant to me.
Again you have picked a p\builfing that you
think is improper, but you are not taking into
account when it was built ,what are it's
surroundings, etc. A perfect set up for your
program.
I'm not convinced we need to insist on
historic references and context for objective
design
A step-back style (so the top levels are further
from the street than the base level), more
landscaping, and a deeper setback from the
roadway would make these buildings more
dynamic and less obtrusive.
Seems way too close to street and seems to
skimp a bit on really going down the
underlying vernacular which could make it
extraordinary.
I cannot tell what the parking is, but I would
hope it is covered parking. Ideally it would be
a garage underground
Silly balconies/too slab sided accented by bad
choice of color
It is very difficult to see these attributes
larger windows, better signage for what is
available on ground floor
Such vertical and dense structures might be
ok depending on nearby transit options and
how big the city is. This may work for San
Rafael but does not work for Mill Valley.
Allow variety in style/materials/colors from
neighboring buildings.
Massing seems too much in context of
downtown Mill Valley as does height; 3 story
too tall, maybe ok on miller or other parts of
marun
The building needs more height and at least
another floor. The tower at the corner is too
short - probably limited by the prescribed
height so it doesn't work as a design element
perhaps more awnings and balconies
Near transit
retail shops on ground floor; ensure
adequate street or visitor parking
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More greenery, more human materials
Classical design, dramatically increase
setbacks to allow for much much more space
for
landscaping and garden area, reduce to two
stories

Core Context Example 2:

What characteristics make the design of the
development appealing to you?
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

•
•
•
•
•
•
•

•
•
•
•
•

The tense makes it look like a prison
Variation in color & cohesive are both good
painting
colors
color
clean
Arcutecture of building needs to be of the
feel or style or character of the town or area
specific. Timeless charm of area.
Prefer move variation in architecture
The fact that its high density
Tacky town USA
Not visually appealing to me
Color
Density too high
The colors are in harmonious with the
general area. Not enough architectural
interest
Colorful
Lively color
Nice roof line. I like the whimsical variation in
colors.
Cutesy imitation, lacks organic feel. Too
planned.
Gaudy color scheme.

What improvements would you make to the
design of the development?
•
•
•

•

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

•

Materials vs colors
Unify colors
The roof lines are ridiculous, creating a zigzag effect, less repetition and more variety in
roof lines would be great
Setback doesn’t work in thise case; tries too
hard to appear to be single family homes
when it is a multi-unit bldg.
I think the color and density looks like a mess
Color selection—vivid colors good, but could
be better
paint color is too bold; angled roof doesn't fit
with Marin style
style and paint job really date the building...
Those pointy eaves are so-o-o boring!
Building too dense & packed in for location.
Gives squeezed appearance
Paint color, ugly fencing
I don’t care for the paint colors
Looks dated
Stop the building. We need a moratorium. It’s
to crowded in Marin. Especially since the train
in San Rafael blocks access to the freeway
And access to downtown several times a day.
Building color palette.
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Use of color, peaked rooflines
Parking appears non-existent; missing
common social spaces.
Not unique compared to our town buildings.
Fencing looks tacky
Images don't reveal where parking is located
so it is not possible to intelligently answer
questions about parking and to some regard
setbacks, access and overall site plan design.
It's a low-income development
looks cheap and unimaginitive. But there is a
friendly character to it as well.
xxxx
Again another effirt to gain your points.
However you do not provide enough
infornmation to answer many of the
questions. You effort is to replace architrects
with formulas and the result will be a formula
repested continuly.
I like that the architecture tries to emulate
smaller cottage like structures and like the
idea of gardens beyond the sidewalk.
Color play
Colors
Buildings jammed together needs more
greenery Pickleweed in my opinion is a great
low income development with greenery lots
of nature and close to grocery shopping and
MV community center
The dead space between building facade and
street is a waste. Better to have the buildings
right onto the street with more internal
space.
colors
Lots of colors
building color, lack of entry depth, angle of
roof line, lack of second floor setback
Ugly colors, ugly details, ugly landscaping

•

•
•
•
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•
•
•
•
•
•
•
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I watched in horror when this development
was being constructed and am still find it
outrageous that those design review
entity/ies who were responsible for
approving this development, ultimately
approved it as-constructed. I understand it
was designated as lower-income housing
near existing transportation, amenities and
infrastructure, however, the completely outof context architectural character of the
buildings' form, color, articulation, and
detailing do nothing but amplify the block's
high-density, rather than skillfully integrate it
into the locale. It appears to exactly what it
apparently was: an ill-suited design for too
small of a site, trying to accommodate higher
density than reasonable for the site area,
which sacrificed appropriate frontage
setbacks and opportunity for street-facing
facade articulation and expression
expression that would have better fit a
development of this type into the scale and
aesthetic relationship with the street and
nearby lower-rise development of the area.
Better design
Where is the parking?
Arcutechture needs to be symbiotic to the
character of the area, town be timeless and
not block VIEWs which create charm of area
keeping natrue scape in mind upsetting to
see tall buildings darken and block views
from in town shopping and touring
experiecne don't wipe out the charm and
natural BEAUTY
It looks like a Disneyland housing tract.
Not keen on the choice of colors on the
building. Also, too many colors.
The fencing is especially ugly and this just
looks like tacky condos rather than mixed use
Colors are terrible
Don’t make a row of identical houses.
Bike parking. Storage and infrastructure
Fire the person who chose the colors and
start over with the painting
Painting too colorful.
Have building close to sidewalk with retail
space on the first floor
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Aesthetically, it’s very bland- no architectural
details, no trim, no variation. It’s just plain
stucco. Looks cookie-cutter and cheaply
constructed.
This development is a bit ugly. I can see the
designer tried for something that looks like
Danish co-housing, which might have been
nice but there's something about it that looks
like cheap low-income housing. I know we
need low-income housing and if it needs to
be low-budget then I think this design is
acceptable, just not great.
Bldg should be smaller than 1 city block
Make it neutral colors with less roof lines to
look less dense
Allow more individuality.
Colors are too brash, needs more ground
level plantings
Space between homes
27 Looks they glued the hotels together from
a Monopoly game without a Parker Brothers
consent. Redo entire project
find a new architect who doesn't have a
poverty mentality in his sense of design.
Awful
paint colors
structure tries to mask uniformity of design
with paint; could use some variety in facade
and better landscape
less garish colors
Articulation tries a little hard here. Ground
floor walk up units are nice, but don't fit the
context of this location (would prefer ground
floor commercial in this location). Setback
and landscaping are nice to have, but seem a
bit useless. Colors are a bit much and draw
too much attention to
the building, which would be better as a
background piece rather than a center piece.
These photos are too limited in scope to be
able to accurately access and answer these
questions.
Colors
Yuck
Building too close together
The whole look isn’t appealing. Housing
should blend in. If we are creating mixed use
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and hopefully affordable living for folks then
that design shouldn’t look anything different
than those who are well off in Marin County
You need to look at other successful places in
the US that have integrated their teal estate
and towns in a way that don’t separate out
low income homes
from higher income. We do that here in
Marin and then everyone can say....oh that’s
the section 8 housing or oh that’s where
those people live. C’mon....it’s over the top
expensive here so build enough efficient
living that mirrors the look of what is already
here
Avoid repetitiveness
I do not the colors, the row nature, the
business for the articulation, the fence in
front gives it a prison (or dangerous
neighborhood) feeling, and it bears no
relationship to the neighborhood – it looks
like a alien plunked it down in the middle of
the night and ran.
better exterior paint, fence looks cheap, no
continuity with landscaping
design is ugly
Looks cheap
Design
Design more suitable to Sausalito
Rooftops and colors too busy
Taller would work better given the context
Color of buildings is atrocious
Unique design of each unit. The design
shown is to repitative
This development seems to jumble
townhome design with higher density core
development, resulting in a somewhat
uncomfortable feel. A mutifamily building
built to the street edge should have a
common entry or internal system. Entries to
Individual units should be set further back
from sidewalk. Additionally, the basic shapes
and mix of bright colors to cretae a "village"
look appears forced rather than authentic.
Mixed use is a better goal, but shouldn't be a
requirement. Projects need to get built.
combine units into one building that does not
look like a tract development
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Miserable cookie cutter elevation. Lousy
fence
Phony looking
Simpler more rhythmic features that make
useful sense
See comment above.
colors
color
Better architecture
Make it higher to accommodate more
housing
I would make it all larger
buildings feel a little like caricatures, need
additional detailing
More diverse roof line
materials. articulation and windows all could
easily be made better.
xxxx
different colors & more variation in materials
setback further, softer fence/screen, more
balconies and bay windows
This looks like piled up matchboxes. The
fence and landscaping makes it look cheap
and boxed in in a really bad way
color scheme -- too many colors that do not
relate to each other
I don't like these colors at all
it's extremely ugly - especially the colors - do
not match surrounding areas
Needs much better architectural design
Withut knowing the site and the owners
interest impossible to answer.
This looks like a Disneyworld low end hotel
Color is a big issue here, especially for Marin
(where earth tones are part of the character).
Candidly, they also look dated and overly
suburban.
Way too busy with articulation and color
changes. Could have more interesting
landscaping
This looks like low income housing. It is on
too busy a street. The fence is terrible.
Colors and style
do away with, or soften the fencing
surrounding the complex. UGLY
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Roofline too busy/jagged - Looks too much
like what it is, a bunch of dwellings mashed
together
Variation in materials (not a flat, cheap,
stucco finish
Even for a core area of a relatively big city,
this seems too dense.
Provide commercial uses on ground floor
We live in MARIN known the world over for
beautiful natural space and harmony with
nature. These buildings look like they could
be in Union City.
Visually this is too much mass, looks chintzy
construction, fence looks like a prison, over
crowded
Greater height with the same density would
allow for more articulation and better interior
spaces
colors
limit to 2 colors, use neutral colors, perhaps
different shades of one color
near transit
Colors, including the roof color.
white iron fence is uninviting; would like
parking at the curb to buffer traffic from
sidewalk; can't see parking in the pictures;
ensure adequate visitor and street parking
eliminate glaring colors
Colors more neutral
It's just a bit glaring in color and the yard
space in front is too shallow.
Materials,
color palette
Less jarring color; more roof form articulation
so not so monotonous
Classical design please, reduce height,
dramatically increase set-back to allow for
ample landscaping and garden, provide
underground parking, change color
selections, needs higher quality details
(railings look cheap)
Front fence too high and insubstantial.
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Core Context Example 3:

What characteristics make the design of the
development appealing to you?
•
•
•
•
•

•
•
•
•
•

•

•

•
•
•

•
•

I like the public space
Fit a lot of housing in a small area
the adjacent public plaza is the saving grace!
Accommodates housing in downtown area.
Provides mixed use zoning
None of your examples allow for review of
the site plan to be able to answer the
questions appropriately
Even apartments need patios etc.
I like the density
Design features that break up the mass
Too tall
very upsetting that this building BLOCKED Mt
Tam views to the downtown area!!!!! This is
what I'm talking about...I would NOT want to
see this in DOWNTOWN San Anselmo!!!! or
Fairfax, CA
Like for larger towns (e.g. San Rafael) but it'd
overpower in San Anselmo and other small
areas
This just looks much more attractive and is a
great mixed use look. That said, it's a little tall
perhaps.
Of the 3, this one least appealing. First was
my favorite
high density, close to downtown core
Cheap exterior materials and fake
architectural like the massively oversized
eves. The building on the left is poorly
proportioned and it’s design is already
looking dated.
It is beautifully designed.
Too big

What improvements would you make to the
design of the development?
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

•
•
•
•
•

•
•
•

massing and scale
Ugly, style looks to the past
They are too large. Reduce the massing
Roofline is awkward
That overhanging roof looks kinda odd, out of
sync with the building walls.
Balconies to vary large wall surface would be
more appealing
Better design with anted patios and common
space
More trees
The six story example is way out of scale for
any Marin jurisdiction except San Rafael
Add trees
While not totally out of scale with the
downtown San Rafael context, it's
unfortunate that this development's
architectural character was chosen and
approved to be a dated post-modern
expression - something that looks closer to a
1980's Michael Graves building.
better design
Where is the parking?
Colors are terrible
better Bicycle infrastructure
All of the different window sizes and styles
are very confusing to my mind. Again who is
picking these colors?
Exterior materials quality
Don't know where the parking is located
Recess the upper floors to increase appealadd small patios.
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I don’t mind it. The tile, finishes, colors, etc.
seem a little dated now, but it’s not bad.
Obvious mixed use
a giant tacky taqueria
Plaza next door and fountain when it worked
years ago
space to walk around it
Nice to have height and density with ground
floor retail.
Curves and roof line are well done.
Over planned. Too plasti. Cheap looking
trying to be upscale but it's crap.
Common social, business, zone with water
fall feature to introduce nature elements
Whatever, it's fine
It looks like something found in a large city
urban core
I really like the courtyard plaze
retail below units
Massive
Atleast they tried
Height of first floors ample
Approve of the parking location and
configuration because I know the building
but wouldn't be able to answer based only on
images.
Interesting architecture
Should be this tall or taller
It resembles a suburban shopping center.
xxxx
See pervious comments
The courtyard is a nice feature
Like the rounded elements
Roof detail
Not sure which of the two buildings you are
referring to
With small downtowns in Larkspur, mill
Valley, San Andelmo our “core” doesn’t look
anything like this. We need to cherish our
downtown heritage and refresh it not cheaply
urbanize it. I think the refresh of downtown
Larkspur is a good example.
It is interesting that images of San Rafael
Buildings are shown but San Rafael is not a
partner to this survey and project.
scale of the building is too large for suburban
marin
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It looks like a SoCal Mall from the 80s. Just
simply and ugly design. What could be done
to improve it? Paint it white, but the ugly
design can't be helped.
Make it fewer stories, not so tall
Too high, no need for different colors, or
stucco but understand it might be more
affordable.
fire the architect - gross - SO tacky
Awful
they look like Olive Garden
I like this building on 4th Street but its height
would overwhelm places like San Anselmo
The common area needs cluster areas either
via seating, planting or architectural structure
Massing is fine, its a box. This building falls
short in articulation and materials. That said,
it is of its time. Hopefully we can do better
now...
I get a stomach ache when I look at the
building. I'm not sure why. If the buidling was
a person, I think they'd be a jerk.
more tree plantings
Colors
This architecture is already dated. It' s like a
car with fins
Larger & more units
Too Big
Again....don’t make the building stand out but
design it in a way that it fits in and
complements the usiness and other
downtown buildings around it. Load it up
with greenery and beautiful landscaping
Way to tall and imposing
Doesn’t fit with town
Architectural style is terrible
The structure is acceptable, but the pastel
colors and (contemporary mediterranean?)
design appear similar to anything built on the
penninsula or East Bay. The scale is actually
approariate to the urban location but could
be more ocnsistn vwith Marin bulding and
have a bit more receding or softness at the
upper level. The grill eaves at the curved
elevations have no relation to anything and
appear awkward. s it elevates. The
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This is for a city, not Unincorporated Marin
Facade articulation, balconies, brackets, fine
grained detailing (in one of them)

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

•

•
•
•
•

•

•
•
•

•
•
•

•
•

Good that SR has areas that can be more
dense
One portion too tall, even perhaps for San
Rafael
Puzzling from street how to enter the homes.
Make evident.
Better architecture
Make it taller to accommodate more housing
Make larger with more community amenities
cost benefit analysis needs to apply to height
This building would be out of place as a core
development except San Rafael or Corte
Madera. It is way out of scale for the other
communities.
its just such a generically corporate
development that could be found anywhere,
USA.
xxxx
I dislike the fake traditional or post modern
look
Improved architectural design
Your list of simplistic questions never fits the
subject which is the poorblem with this whole
process
I think it is key that buildings "step back" / are
tiered. This would allow height without the
feeling of something looming over the street.
Deep upper level balconies are also an
opportunity for additional landscaping, which
softens the look of a large structure.
Ugly design
Too tall, too geometric and pointy facing
street
It seems like it is all commercial - I didn't think
anyone lives there - I thought is was all
offices.
Color and style
Messy-too many different design alements
A large building face should not have one
material painted different colors. It is still a
mass of stucco with no character.
Which building?
There is no sense of place with these photos.
Part of what makes Marin SPECIAL is each of
the towns have embraced their sense of
place. Neighborhood connections are
important. Affordable housing does not have
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to be generic and lacking in a sense of place.
SF tore down beautiful old Bictorian and
demolished the local community in the 60s
with the idea that they were providing new
accessible housing for an African American
neighborhood. It didn’t work. It destroyed
middle class and low income black families in
the name of progress. These photos are
terrible haven’t we learned anything from the
colossal failure of Marin City. The top down
idea of making the flea market into a generic
big box shopping mail is a travesty. Support
locals with small infill building projects that
make sense for their neighborhood.
Such vertical and dense structures might be
ok depending on nearby transit options and
how big the city is. This may work for San
Rafael but does not work for Mill Valley
Limit high density buildings more than 2
stories to major transportation corridors.
More room for large street trees to help
minimize massing
near transit
The courtyard/square of this project is very
uninviting. The colors are so boring, the
round corner is not an attractive use of space
or materials.
Increased setbacks at higher levels
reduce the height and bulk of the buildings
It's too large/chunky
Too tall and rounded design doesn't fit with
architecture of downtown San Rafael
Need smaller scale for Unincorporated Marin,
greater setbacks, much much more
landscaping,
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Core Context Example 4:

What characteristics make the design of the
development appealing to you?
•
•
•
•

•
•
•
•

•
•

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Entries should be at street level
A reasonably aesthetic design.
Everything its really ugly
None of the aerial views are sufficient to
answer ½ the questions regarding the
building. This applies to all the examples.
Traditional Marin development mass and
bulk with great design
Move to county
Side looks fine, but the front of the building is
not nice looking
I’m confused by These photos. Photo number
two is quite appealing, is it the same building
just from you as far
There are some decent elements of a
recognizable Architectural style
It seems to fit within the parameters, while
also being very aesthetically pleasing. The
style fits within the context of Mill Valley.
I like the variation with the balcony/, etc.
Fix your survey. Pictures are of 2 different
buildings.
looks like a cheap motel
colors
It lacks interest. Too homogeneous
Nice complex with good scale, articulation
and materials.
Corner structure is good. The rest is short
and timid.
Copy, copy, copy, copy
tile roof, big windows
Not much really. It’s ok but definitely not
grrat

What improvements would you make to the
design of the development?
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

•
•
•
•
•
•

•
•
•
•

This could be a taller bldg; slightly more
articulation and more invisible parking
The entries should not be up steps. They
should be at street level.
could have gone with a more dense plan
The images appear to be different buildings.
one I like more than the other
Make it attractive?
It looks outdated needs underground parking
with park in center of buildings
As this development backs onto a
creek/natural waterway, I would have allowed
a larger setback to the riparian zone to allow
for possible on-site stormwater
management, flood protection, and integrity
of the riparian corridor habitat.
great design
Greenscapes rooftop use
Can’t discern how the first photo relates to
the second. 2nd photo much more appealing.
Can't tell from this if building has any green
features.
better Bicycle infrastructure
Hard to say. I like the use of trees. There is a
more integral use of trees here than in other
examples
Design is not appealing but landscaping and
balconies etc aren't bad
One picture and set of responses per
building
Just ugly
start from scratch
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This looks like a heap 1970's apartment
building
can't see relationship to other buildings, like
the spanish look and the softer more mature
landscaping
Again doesn’t fit
architectural design elements are high quality
Is surface parking in the middle of the lot the
only type that is available?
variation in style and finishes
Nice architecture
The buildings attempt to be friendly and
present at least a few different materials to
help organize them visually..
xxxx
architectural details and articulation design
are very good
Nothing is appealing to me
See previous comments
I think this is the best recent example of Multi
in MV. The only criticism is that the porch
roof obscures the storefronts below so it is a
difficult commercial space. There also was
never enough parking when it was a
restaurant and no safe access from Miller
south side.
Architectural style/Spanish tiles, varying wall
textures. Don't like outdoor parking it should
be covered or underground; underground
would allow for shared public space in
between instead of parking lots
Looks like short to tall, front to back, nice
You are asking what makes it appealing, but
you aren't giving options to respond to
architectural style of the t ypes of businesses
included... It seems like you are missing the
point of your own survey
I looked at a BMR and full market rate condo
in this bldg. they were really proud about
using green materials but the configuration
of the space was strange. The one bedroom
loft had a door that went outside and looked
over the parking lot. Weird! The very small
one studio condo was really overpriced for
BMR. This building has no common areas,
community garden or open space. None of
the neighbors know each other. The family
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•
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•

•
•
•

The lower level of the first bldg is too dark.
Allowing natural light and better visibility to
the storefront would draw more interest.
Colo
Height is too low for downtown SR but maybe
good for smaller Marin towns. The awning
effect hides the location of front door and
access a bit (may be the lighting)
Seems a bit over-parked. Would prefer
interior parking to open lot.
The photos look like 2 different buildings to
me. I dislike the first and like the second.
Ugly
Again, the pictures aren't sufficient to answer
the questions well.
Building should be taller
Fire the architect
Again....pretty sterile and boring. I think you
can do a lot better to make housing that is
integrated into the existing landscape and
architectural. Look at it this way....step back
and look at it and say....does this look like
affordable housing? If so then you need to
change your design. People living in this
housing deserve it
Choose designs matching character of town
Go taller in height
Design and style
Regarding height -it appears ot e a mix of 2
and 3 story elements. Would like to see a
design that accommodates three stories
throughout.
Dark under balcony. Hideous frills.
Make it taller to accommodate more housing
Would be nice if it was more monolithic
surrounding buildings not shown
This project less-so than other examples, but
it still seems like a solution that does not
come out of its community (or any
community for that matter) and is more
image than substance. But we are only
looking at photos here--which is not a good
way to judge places in the world.
xxxx
variation in materials
retail should be leveled with sidewalk, not
raised
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•

•
•

•

housing in the back has no relation to the
one bedroom lofts with great traffic noise.
This building was not well designed. Many
small businesses have failed here due to the
design. An outdoor public/dining area
originally appealed but was too cold for
comfort. Screening came later and that
concealed the businesses inside from street
view. It became a dark hole in the facade; not
welcoming at all. Commercial bldg is too
close to street; imposing. It attempted to
address too many development issues and
just didn't get it right. This bldg is not
commercially viable as a result; many long
vacancies between failing tenants. Nice try
but not a win.
Good architectural style for Marin
If this is a site on Miller Ave. in Mill Valley, the
photos don't do it justice. I like the design of
this building in person but not in these
photos.
Like buildings of different heights.

•
•
•
•
•

•
•
•
•
•

•

•
•

•
•
•

Is not worth the effort.
Make higher, not dense enough
See previous comments
Fillout the porch for visibility of commercial
spaces beyond.
I am familiar with his building and it is too
close to the street. With more space, the
sidewalk area could be more inviting.
Because of this issue, businesses cannot
seem to thrive in the retail spaces. A good
example of the importance of thoughtful
design. I do appreciate that it is a smaller
building in general.
Style and colors
Too little info to say
Color is less appealing, dark, and uninviting
I would like to see those businesses open.
As mentioned Pickleweed in MV is great and
there is another similar low income
development next to Larkspur Plaza Dr that I
don’t know the name of that is also really
nice. The area of Larkspur across from Escalle
has $2 M homes next to the Larkspur Plaza
condos which are very affordable from $
480K to $650k Which is also next to a
Subsidized low income housing complex. All
three of them have beautiful nature a sense
of shared community and Ex walk to
downtown with movies, cafe and grocery
shopping.
This mostly works for Mill Valley. It is too
vertical though and could benefit from
terracing the floors. Also, the restaurant
space was poorly designed (too small) and
has not worked commercially.
not enough parking, though placement in
back is great
More plantings set back from street, this
really helps with not feeling so dense,
massive
I would have granted another level to the
residential units at the rear
near transit
would design parking so that it's in garages
instead of the ugly lot in the middle of the
buildings.
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will to have the buildings go one story higher
to have parking garages on ground level
should be taller - wasted space
design too modern, lack of second story
window articulation
If this is a site on Miller Ave. in Mill Valley,
then I like it. The photos do not make it look
appealing.
Should be pulled away from creek and allow
public access

•

Suburban Context Example 1:

What characteristics make the design of the
development appealing to you?
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

•
•

Not great, but at least each home has a
driveway.
ugly
high density
There appears to be some sort of courtyard,
which is nice
Too many roof lines
Prefer pic on left vs middle pic where do
residents in first pic park.
I'm starting to suffer from indigestion seriously!?? SO tacky
colors
Nice complex with good materials and
articulation.
This trap is representative of what has
happened to communities around California
once planning commission got involved. Go
look at Danville to see how it was done right.
these look like they will deteriorate
aesthetically
Only the first image works
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What improvements would you make to the
design of the development?
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

•
•
•
•

higher quality materials
Solar. Electric car charging potential in each
‘garage’
More outdoor space
Too clustered
Too much concrete coverage in drivewaysadd more plants to soften
Have those 2-car garage entrances been
seismically strengthened? Ed?
Make it not ugly
Ugly
The sameness of the different units in terms
of both color and design in ugly
landscaping only moderately integrated into
designs. There are better suburban examples
than these.
Underground parking
better design
I guess I don't really understand where the
parking is in relation to the entry.
try to make less monolithic
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•
•
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•

Looks cheap
BORING!
Reallya can't tell. These examples are terrible
for your purposes.
I’m commenting on the left picture
I find ugly buildings unappealing
Same as all previous
some architectural effort- though
proportions aren't great
xxxx
These have terrible design
There are millions of examples of this type
and the result is due to the architect not
playing by some rulrs. This architect I would
say is a 6.
The wood panel railing and gable brackets
I appreciate that the colors are neutral.
Balconies, peaked roofs
Lower the building height of these
monstrosities
Too dense for most Marin suburbs, maybe
okay in bigger cities.
Can't see bldg access or siting from these
images.
Curving walkway
Balconies and braces
Is this two different buildings or front and
back. The image at the left is more appealing
than the one on the right
This is not suburban in Marin

•

•

•
•

•
•
•
•

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

•
•

•

•
•
•
•

Parking in secon image - woudl prefer back
alley access so it's not all garage at ground
level
Houses having individuality gives our town
character. Don't like rows of identical houses
or townhouses.
better Bicycle infrastructur
It's hard to answer these because a lot of
them are just ugly suburban designs.
Landscaping helps.
scratch it completely
very static
look like townhouse kits
Seems over-parked. Would prefer garage to
lot. Should prioritize open space for residents
over parking.
Looks cheap
Colors
Bulldozer
Just not an attractive style. Looks like cheap
track housing
too big, too dense, too high
Needs to fit in more with abMarin aesthetic.
This looks like a new San Diego development
second photo - bldg needs more unifying
design elements to break up vertical fascade
design is ugly
It is very unfriendly at the ground-level due to
fences, lage driveways and garage doors are
facades.
Too generic
Thius is the tale of two building. The front
courtyard elevaitons are very pleaqsent
whrreing the rear alley elevations are faily
stark and heavy. The building and realy
impose ont othe curb, except for the
courtyard area. Architecture is pleasant but a
little top-heavy given the proximity to street
in subrban setting. Would
Reduce parking requirements; consider
"maximum" parking standards and to allow
projects to propose the parking that is
needed start design again
Too much emphasis on garage and parking
Start over
I’m commenting on the right hand photo
Beautify them
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•
•
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•
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Same as previous
better proportions on window to wall ratios,
more detailing consistent with the intended
style
Make larger
variation instead of cookie cutter....but
benefit/cost needs to be done
Ouch--make it stop.
xxxx
garage door taking up almost the entire
width, dislike fake craftsman style
Just don't like this at all.
Better architecture
Your approach I just figured out is like
painting with numbers.
If these buildings were set further away from
the road, there would be room for
landscaping to soften the look. Again, a stepback/tiered style would also help quite a bit.
Fire lane and bright yellow dotted curb cut
and fencing are all obnoxious and make it
look like an institution
Lower heights of buildings PLEASE
Style and colors
Color and materials are bland and
unattractive; colors are not complimentary - a
color consultant should have been used.
Are you asking as if I might be a resident?
Neighbor? Business?
It is genetically horrible anytown
Less dense.
a little more public space would be nice
More variety in colors and textures.
Too dense
Porkchop - inarticulate, lack of architectural
quality, poorly designed
Pictures are not good enough to determine
improvements easily. Bldgs appear like they
are trying to be something that they are not -phony cornices, bracketing, etc. Institutional
look with phony attachments which attempt
to soften basic box structure. There is little
opportunity for residents to make their units
their "home". Roadways are not that wide.
Need better photos in order to submit a
substantive response.
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•

•
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•
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•

I can’t determine from these two photos if
this is the same building.....it looks like two
dissimilar projects. I find the first photo very
appealing but not the second photo.
in the first picture, the building is right up
against the street, basically no setback. the
building in the second picture with just
garages and driveways out front is ugly; first
picture is much better
Non-stucco siding is good for Marin aesthetic
it looks like a fortress
lighter color
The garage side of the building is not great,
the front is better
dont like gated buildings, not pedestrian
oriented
BSALCONIES DARK AND INSET AND UNITS
NEED MORE PRIVATE OPEN SPACE
Classical design, much much more room for a
garden and landscaping, low density
Massing is bloated. Materials are cheap.
Detailing is done badly. This is very
unattractive.
Metal fence too tall and doesn't fit.

Suburban Context Example 2:

What characteristics make the design of the
development appealing to you?
•
•
•
•
•
•

Great design and layout. Location
The water
Benches by sidewalk
Fits with landscape.
A bit dated looking though
look at the ones in Corte Madera - a bit more
upscale - raise the standards!

What improvements would you make to the
design of the development?
•
•
•
•
•

Solar on rooftops. Access to electric car
charging
Adding front porches encourages neighbors
to interact and know each other
Terrible design.
Exterior color selection. White trim poor
ugly
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There may be a lot of usable space and
landscaping around the units which would be
nice, but hard to see from photos
colors
location near water makes it appealing
Location
This is the stuff San Francisco area has to
endure not what makes the communities
attractive. Someone is mixing the point big
time. Looking at a van Gogh then making a
zillion copies at Printright.
proximity to water, peaked rooflines
Construction looks cheap
look
Too busy, second photo
BORING!
So hard to tell from pictures
Appealing pedestrian entry. Nice symmetries.
Enough space.
Overall project is appealing, difficult to give
detailed feed back with the limited
information provided in images
Ugly, again. To be honest, we all just want
beautiful buildings. We really don’t care
about heights, set-backs, orientation. We only
care about landscaping because It can hide
ugly buildings.
Same as previous
unfair to use because of benefit of water shot
and trees in background
has a tactile character which is appealing-especially in its setting.
xxxx
surrounding natural beauty
Oh, so now we are to like the project because
it is out in the woods. Architecture about a 7.
I like clustering units and parking separately
water, peaked roofs
Needs mature trees/plants so these buildings
don’t stick out Ike a sore thimb
Color is bland; no one wants pink and purple,
but colors need to have an aesthetic quality
without being bland.
There are so many other factors...
Great!
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•
•
•
•
•

•
•
•

•
•
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more variation in color of individual units maybe design too
Take out every other building they are to
close.
This development appears to have been
constructed over a wetland which is
removing vital ecological habitat and function
from the local ecosystem.
better design
Looks less suburban and more car
dependent
It's a pretty unattractive older structure.
looks tight, urban, boxy and not private (from
inside or out); have to keep windows covered
Solar roof or other green features
Better Bicycle infrastructure
As mentioned before, I don't think there's
much to improve these unappealing beige
suburban developments where all the units
looks the same. Somehow create more
variation? Less beige?
Refresh structures
more elegant
too contrived/no charm
Kind of a bland and uniform design and there
seems to be an inefficient use of the land
Could be taller. Would be nicer with better
materials. Not a fan of parking.
the color is nauseating. It looks like Barbie
doll skin.
Color besides boring beige
buildings too close together
Again....use materials that look quality. How
about adding beautiful screened in porches
or patios that go out to the open space and
water. Maybe some cool architectural
themes...seen a lot of tin tyke roofing and
more modern but not track tyle
Better construction
This is too boxy
could use higher quality material, set back
windows, less kitchy lattice work, more
substantial porches/door overhangs
Materiality could be more 'regional'
Too generic
See
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•
•

Residences are architecturally 'individualized'.
They appear as separate bldgs even though
they share common walls.
Proximity to water.
materials have a fine grain texture to them,
softening the appearance. The massing is
broken up enough to avoid a bloated
appearance and long, massive walls.

•

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

•
•
•
•
•
•

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

The buildings are simple yet fit elegantly with
landscaping and surrounds. The building
could have some variation to materials and
colors to add more of a valliage look than a
complex, but that should be subtle. o
Water setting is appealing
More varied and spirited façade
Slightly increase overhangs on front.
See comment above
Again, better architecture.
Same as previous
Make taller
unfair example compared to others because
of location
would be better if the masses were broken
up a bit more. The internal spaces would
benefit from this too.
xxxx
additional material variety
facade too plain
don't really care for this.
No further comment
Looks cheap. Looks like low income housing.
Why are there random benches with no
shade trees. Lattice work in not appealing.
Cannot tell where the parking is located.
Style and color
More sophisticated colors
This survey does not seem well written...
Still too dense for Marin.
Less mass
Sea level rise is an issue here....
More color, more open space for nature and
people.
Architectural design and finishes.
I don't like the materials!
Cheesy 80s/90s chimneys
Needs higher-quality details, higher- quality
windows, better landscaping
The parking should be broken into more,
smaller clusters.
Photos don't show relationship to street.
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Suburban Context Example 3:

What characteristics make the design of the
development appealing to you?
•
•
•
•

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Ticky-tacky
If this is suburban we are in trouble. Way too
monolithic
Needs Much taller trees and decks
So many unappealing aspects, yet not lethal.
A better approach and re-execution of the
landscaping (Boring and unimaginative, 2 sad
things) could go along way.
I like the larger sized development.
Unimaginative but ok
Community feel, courtyard
Dreadful - SO TACKY
See last comment
Roofline
very successful medium density project
Truly dreadful
Like the green colors.
colors
The courtyard
Same as previous
xxxx
variety in window types
Better architecture
Ah, denser,bad. There are good projects out
there and ,so far we seen maybe two.
Lots of open space. close to downtown but
not right on the commercial corridor
General feel - can't articulate
Horrible generic
the area behind/between the buildings is
great, makes it peaceful
Varied roofs, building height really help w
visual mass and visible court yard too
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What improvements would you make to the
design of the development?
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

•
•

•
•
•

•
•

Solar on rooftops. Access to electric car
charging.
Outdoor space to encourage neighbors to
know each other
Too large. Parking should be in the middle of
a MultiFamily residential building
Footprint too big
Those entry arbors and knee braces are
clunky and poorly designed.
Can’t see neighboring structures.
too massive and monotonous. You can pull
back the camera but you can't hide the bulk.
Ok if not suburban
Underground parking. Trees 10’x taller every
unit needs decks
I find this building to be somewhat
architecturally brutal and imposing, both in
overall articulation of form, as well as color
palette chosen for the exterior. The interior
courtyard appears to be it's only appealing
aspect.
better design
Just try harder! I know your heart is in the
right place!
It looks really tall and imposing. Looks like it's
trying to be charming, but missed the mark
by being too busy & large.
Seems suitable for closer to downtown, not
middle of a street with single family home
I like the idea of hiding the cars away (in a
garage, underground possibly) so that you
can use space to bring more landscaping in
and also to have areas people can sit outside,
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•
•
•
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This today's version of ticky-tacky little boxes
stacked on top of each other. Unimaginative.
Architectural design and colors.
Attractive architectural style here
density too high, lacks second floor
articulation
This is NOT suburban in Marin. Too massive.

•
•
•
•

•
•
•

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

•
•

•
•
•
•
•
•
•

one or two possibly gated, so that people can
go there with their kids to just sit and play
out in their "front yard."
Landscaping space allocated is great. Poorly
executed
This doesn't look like it would fit in San
Anselmo.
better Bicycle infrastructure
I think any of these development designs
could be improved by designing more
variation into the design so it doesn't look
like a huge block of identical units.
don't even think about it - gross
very unappealing
It would be nice to shield parked cars from
view, and reduce building height where it
would overwhelm neighboring structures
More trees
See last comment
too top-heavy, insufficiently articulated
Too big, too dense
This complex feels disconnected from
everything else
Looks a mess--needs simplifying or making
more homogeneous
Is there any private outdoor space for each
unit? 5
This is just a travesty.
lower structure density
Facade is a bit flat, relying to heavily on finish
materials and awkward rooflines for an
attempt to architectural expression.
The interior courtyard’s first two stories
needed more articulation
The building has an industrial workspace/ loft
feel. This is fine in the right context of
neighborhood
Confused architecture. What does it want to
be?
Looks like office building not homes
Too long facades and too high. Make 2.5
instead of 3 floors high.
It’s just ugly
height stepping
Same as previous
the massing would be much improved if not
so blocky.
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xxxx
additional balconies for units facing
courtyard/landscape area
more street trees
Uniformity of structure
beter architecture
Landscapiong young and the top floor is
discontinuos. Some designers like that idea-bad.
The two-toned colors and complicated
rooflines make things feel busy / not
sophisticated. This is also a very bulky
structure. I do think the landscaping is
positive.
Location - this is a very busy street. Again the
red zones and the "grand driveway entrance"
make this seem like a huge complex or hotel.
If these don't have separate entrances the
hallways will feel like a hotel.
No bowling lane buildings!!! No 3-4 story high
buildings in Mill Valley.
??????????
Building is a massive, unattractive block.
Large flat structures (even with cheap
overhangs) will detract from the character of
any community (unless you are in Daly City).
J
Tear it down?
This could work if it's close to transit and
major roads and walking distance to lots of
shops and parks etc.
Seems too much mass for suburban area
Needs more articulation in the building
facade - more balconies. Look at the work of
LA
Architects Lorcan O'Herlihy for great
multifamily work
This is very high density dwelling on a busy
street corner with what appears to be
difficult access. I am concerned about impact
on traffic and other infrastructure such as
water capacity in our resevoirs and aging
sewage treatment plants.
See comments above.
More open space, more natural areas for
play, more color.
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•
•
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•

•

•

add street parking to buffer sidewalk from
traffic; add retail/shops on ground floor;
better building design
ugly apartment looking. Would rather see
detached units.
hard to determine residential access point
relative to parking
Massive scale/density
More private outdoor space on balconies
This is NOT suburban in Marin. It is too
massive and not enough quality landscaping.
Too modern.
The parking should be broken up into smaller
clusters and screened from the street. The
fine grain detailing is good but the walls do
not have enough relief. It should be broken
up into smaller masses, less continuity of wall
planes, especially ones so tall.
Abutting sidewalks narrow and at curb / not
landscaped.
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Suburban Context Example 4:

What characteristics make the design of the
development appealing to you?
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

•
•
•

•
•
•

•
•
•
•

Building materials appear ecologically
sustainable, lasting, fire resistant, and elegant
Good small size
Modern design
Like the look
duplex
scale is nice. varying building planes and
colors works.
I'd be happy with this in a street that is
otherwise suburban as it looks more to scale
This building looks as if it could "age" well. I
like the muted colors and the wood trim. You
want to build something that doesn't look
weird and dated 25 years from now or
beyond.
modern lines
Well designed building.
Nice modern design with good surface
variation. It doesn't feel like a giant
overwhelming mass of identitical units
Too modern and looks cheap!
heart not beating as rapidly - not bad for a
low class neighborhood
Too boxy and similar to every new
multifamily townhouse in Seattle, WA and
Pacific Northwest
Do not like modern
The design has so!e uniqueness
nice clean, modern, interesting lines, good
use of geometry
This one is less overwhelming than the others
and is for that reason somewhat more
appealing
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What improvements would you make to the
design of the development?
•
•

•
•
•
•

•
•

•
•

•
•

•
•

windows too large for location - too open to
busy road
Would prefer parking to the side or behind
building, but can see that it was not feasible
in this scenario. Solar on rooftops. Access to
electric car charging.
Outdoor balconies
not much yard for a suburb
Underground parking
This building's architectural character is
somewhat appealing and at least
contemporary and not pastiche historical.
However it is strikingly out of context with the
adjacent building character. The large
forecourt parking area is a seems oversized
but is at least partially screened from the
street frontage with planting.
better design
Totally cool, but doesn't go with the little
cottage next to it. Although it's leaps and
bounds better than the sixties era apartment
behind them.
May be too modern to fit with much of Marin
Native plants that attract birds or pollinators.
Can't tell for sure but plants appear to be
nonnative.
better Bicycle infrastructure
Super modern duplex right next door to a
turn-of-the-century Victorian on Blithedale.
This property seems to check all the boxes
but the architectural style is way out of place.
Blend more with the environment!
I give up
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•

Looks modern and nice, high quality design
elements and materials
Attractive as an example of contemporary
architectural -somewhat industrial with warm
elements patched in. 2 or 4 units? Plantings
on frontage soften expansive parking area in
front yard. Rial approachThat 'different' is allowed.
Apertures make sense to usefulness.
Increased height of lower floors is welcoming.
You're making me regret taking the survey.
Same as previous
xxxx
I like the modern, clean look of it.
These are prefabricated construction; cookie
cutter
Someone has to introduce you to good
architecture.
This is a great example of a more modern
building working and improving context
super cool architecture with big windows
This was a resource use of an awkward high
traffic street lot in Mill Valley.
Appealing design.
Modern style presents an interesting contrast
to existing structures.
An interesting choice for this survey. Horrible
lot on E. Blithedale. Horrible ingress and
egress onto busy roadway. Design deserves a
better site.
That is just ugly! It has no life, no color. It just
looks cold and uninviting.
beautiful design; increases density in a very
pleasing design that integrates well into the
environment
There is no Marin charm. It looks like a
modern commercial building.

•
•
•
•
•
•

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

•
•
•

•

•
•
•

The parking design (whether plants or wall)
should obscure view of parked car
Design
Parking is a bit too prominent. Everything
else is OK.
private outdoor space?
The only thing lacking here is a third story.
The building is well setback and somewta out
of character with immediate (older) sites.
Areasonable solution for parking, but
rparking lot approach separates the dwelling
form the street.
Style is cold. Bad modern. Not appropriate
here
Same
Make taller
could benefit nicely with more plantings (area
and height)
xxxx
Afchtiect a 61/2
Again, this is a very "flat" building.
The building is not a style I like, but that is a
matter of taste.
This small project works on a busy street
near the shopping mail. No sidewalk on that
side of the street makes it very car centric.
A bit less dense.
Front yard parking is a big miss
Bldgs should have been set close to the
street forming a wall with the open space and
parking behind as this is a very noisy corridor
This was a very difficult, constrained site.
Builders used modular components for ease
of construction on busy road. The design is
attractive overall but requires ongoing
landscape maintenance to preserve its driveby appearance. Landscaping has grown in
nicely and serves the site well. Too bad the
design isn't complimented with a nicer site;
but overall, good job.
Design of building too modern, does not fit in
with neighboring structures
More color, more open space, more
landscaping.
less cemented areas, or more attractive
material
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While I appreciate the more contemporary
design of this building, I’m worried that it
doesn’t fit the surrounding look of the
neighborhood. I don’t think designs like these
survive the test of time if they’re out of
context with adjacent buildings and the era of
those buildings.
Personal opinion - too modern for that
neighborhood (but beautiful taken on its
own)
too bad there is no front yard space as its the
sunny side of the lot
historical design in FX not reflected in any
drawings
Underground parking, needs traditional
architectural style with classical details,
porch, columns. This design looks like a
commercial property rather than a
residential one. Needs landscaping and
garden for a residence.
The parking is criminal here. This is a very
nicely scaled and articulated building but it
should have incorporated tuck under parking
or some other way to conceal the massive
paved area at the front. Maybe carports with
roof decks above to provide outdoor space?

Marin County Survey Summary Report

Edge Context Example 1:

What characteristics make the design of the
development appealing to you?
•
•
•
•
•
•

•
•

•
•

•

•
•
•
•
•
•

Solar
Looks like a hospital. Very unwelcoming
At least they are low height.
Landscaping is new and will look nice
eventually
everything
AssumiTo be that large, the dev't should have
a high percentage of the site set aside for
permanent open space. Makes the clustering
Really ugly
I'm familiar with this housing development in
Point Reyes Station and the photos posted in
this survey do not do it justice, unfortunately.
It is well scaled for the context, and the
architectural character, material choices, and
street frontages are well proportioned and
appropriate to the locale.
Looks OK to me
the landscaping will look good once its grown
a bit. Like the trellises. Maybe have an area
set up with picnic benches, or whatever,
that's covered and/or shaded.
Conceptually, placing higher density housing
in open space makes so much sense to me.
Not in love with this specific example
architecturally but proportion of house : land
is appealing.
Proximity to open space
Looks spacious!
OMG - DISGUSTING! Like an extended stay
complex
Very dull, bland appearance 5/19/2020 4:00
PM
Too ordinary
site and the view

What improvements would you make to the
design of the development?
•
•
•
•

•
•
•
•

•

•
•
•
•
•
•

•
•
•
•

massing and scale -- opening sizes
Access to electric car charging
Need balconies
Such isolated developments intrude into
natural spaces, increasing wildfire risk and
separating
residents from populations, exacerbating a
car dependent culture.ildfire risk
Landscape needs some large trees
Disconnected from anything but dwelling.
Classic ugly, characterless suburban sprawl.
If no open space, a moderately high density
development that is crowding up to open
space. More approriate surrounded by a
built-up area.
This is really ugly. Needs decks .
Underground parking the exterior Of building
are so flat!
Bldg. Color Paletted
better design
Boring and poorly executed landscaping. I’m
sure you can fix!
Looks like an attacking swarm of ugly T-11
sided barns.
Over sized development for the edge setting.
Should be near a freeway.
no individual outside access; huge entry
looks institutional; windows have no privacy;
no connection to outdoors
This does not fit the character of San
Anselmo at all!
It can't be helped. It's hideous. It looks like an
old folk's home. And it's BEIGE. Ugh.
throw out designs
Looks too big and institutional
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This looks like a medical care facility
designed for large tracts of open space, not
infill
projects need to get built, so I guess this had
to be
Please!
Enclosing aspect feels like a community.
scale, overall mass and lack of detail
Hideous
Same - basically build more housing
unfair comparison for low cost housing to be
compared to for profit
xxxx
view of the mountains; natural beauty of the
surrounding area
Bad design
ARchitecturure a5. Young landscaping
Roofline - not too busy - flows
This is just a massive building dumped in a
semi developed area. Do we really want to
look like Gilroy?
given the amount of space, seems like the
public area could be more inviting and put to
better use with benches, fountains, better
landscaping
looks big
Fits in well in Pt. Reyes Station
planting should be bigger, setback should be
to edge or area behind building

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

•

•
•
•
•
•
•
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Beter Design
Nothing, this is hideous
Don't know this project. Might be better
when landscaping matures.
it's pretty bland looking
the design is too symmetrical, boring.
Looks like a motel 6
Needs varied colors
sorry, this is awful
The windows are too cookie-cutter
Looks too institutional in the middle of
nowhere. What about pools and outdoor
recreation. Tennis courts, basketball parks
and a community garden and workout facility
That’s what folks need when they are living
out in the remote areas with less access.
Look T some of Colorado’s incredible housing
color, I don't like the blah beige. A richer color
would make it look better.
Too big for the area
This design is not good
Need designs for infill
looks like a motel
planting looks sterile; is there outdoor space
for residents?
Stay away from open space
This looks like a huge assisted living complex
this looks totally out of context with the
setting
The building doesn ot look that inviting,
somewhat like a complex o. YThe contry barn
elements are pleasant. The site appears to
waste a lot of space for swaths of ground
covers. Breaking up the buildings and
creating more units and landscaped outdoors
areas for a village would be more inviting.
too massive at the entrance; isolated; I
assume this to be senior housing where
isolation exists internally as well
Long walk with groceries. Banal elevations.
Can’t see any other neighboring structures so
don’t know how it fits in
BORING and UGLY
Just make it beautiful please!
Same - basically build more housing
Make taller

Marin County Survey Summary Report

•

•

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

•
•
•
•
•

•

cost benefit needs to be applied to low cost
housing; aesthetics need to be lower priority
than making units affordable for low income
seems to have damn near no relation to what
seems like beautiful terrain. Like it fell from
the sky...
xxxx
additional variety - building is too uniform
looking
too massive, boring design, not enough trees
and landscaping
Belongs to a different era.
Too many damn questions. Without ample
choices for response.
better architecture
More custom design
Can't wait for the next winner.
Landscaping could be required to be more
"full" and green. I also think that having
parking in the front creates an uninspired
street view.
High density housing should be prohibited.
This looks like it belongs in Las Vegas.
Something too stark about it. Subtle color
addition?
We should be building density in cities
Bland colors and surfaces do not contribute
to the aesthetics of the community.
Tear it dow?
Is it easy to use bikes around there?
Landscaping space good, but needs more
trees to blend into environment
This is NOT cluster housing - it's bilateral
symmetry makes this look like one institution
instead of a series of homes - terrible - Sea
Ranch is cluster housing / Fischer Friedman's
project above Sausalito is also cluster house way more impresive
smaller
More color! More palces for kids to play.
Design no appropriate for the envirnment
All
ugly building; windows are too small; looks
like an area better suited to single family
homes with ADU's to increase density
would rather see detached units.
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edge should receive some treatment in
transition
Scale - why such density on the edge?
Hide parking area with trees and landscaping,
needs dramatic landscape improvement,
increase quality of windows, add balconies,
add classical detailing
Parking should be broken p into smaller
clusters. It would have been better running
the depth of the site, rather than along the
roadway. For pedestrians it is a very
unpleasant view to walk past all of the cars
and paving.

Edge Context Example 2:

What characteristics make the design of the
development appealing to you?
•
•
•

•
•
•
•

•
•

Is that a community space & garden in the
foreground?
Can fit a lot of housing in a small area
See prior comments. If the development has
permanent open space set aside, it's great. If
not, it's a lot of mass jammed next to open
space.
Looks good
This is an ode to ugly parked cars. Terrible
waste of landscaping effort too.
Yay for solar and raised beds. Nay on
everything else.
color same tone as natural surroundings;
sense that windows could be uncovered and
maintain privacy; minimized height with
color; decent roof overhang
Poorly executed. Hide the cars. Improve the
landscaping.
If those are solar panels, that's a plus.
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What improvements would you make to the
design of the development?
•
•

•
•

•
•
•
•
•
•

Massing reduction
Create a 'break' or bridge, or breezeway
between the two structures so that it does
not appear so monolithic.
Looks like a hospital or nursing home.
esp. egregious relationship to surrounding
bldg forms. should not be a monolithic block
but should instead allow a transition from the
single family forms to the larger multi unit
form
Too much wasted space. Too much parking.
fenestration is boring
What is that gratuitous mound in the center
foreground of the photo on the left?
Don’t like parking lot, better use of area with
pkg incorporated
Same as before. Classic suburban sprawl with
no character.
Too big and too much impervious surface
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•

•
•
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•

•
•
•
•
•

•
•

•

•

Solar panels
Proximity to open space
I’m like the solar panels and space for
gardening
no! no! no! seriously????? fire the team!
I like that is is near open, undeveloped space
Again, too ordinary
Solar should be incorporated into every
feasible building plan
This looks like a holiday inn
not suitable for infill
Wrong concept for San Anselmo
Looks like a senior living complex. Nice ot
have bulk bestled p against hillside, setback
from neighborhood.
This is so called "edge" design? Edge of
lunacy if you ask me.
Nice enough building I the wrong place
Parking lot is a non-starter
Same - basically build more housing
number of units to be build will drive what
can be cost efficient; unfair to compare to
smaller facilities
xxxx
design
Seriously, where are you finding these
projects
solar
The concept of edge is flawed - unless it is
next to a national or state park what is edge
now will not be in 5 years. The development
itself needs space and community. This is a
arch drawing dumped in a field in Gilroy.
like the solar
given the space, would be nice to have it be
more visually appealing at the entrance with
parking in the back
Bldg design does not appear to follow or
respect the contours of the site. The
development seems to be just 2 big boxes
plopped down on the site. The site is
horizontal in nature but the buildings are
vertical. The conflict doesn't work very well.
color and wood materials and height not over
hill top

•
•
•

•
•
•
•
•

•
•
•

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

•
•
•

see above
Underground parking. It looks like a school
dorm
This building seems very bland and
unappealing. It also appears to be a bit
massive and blocky given its adjacency to the
natural hillside into which it is fit. It would
have benefited greatly by more thoughtful
articulation of the massing and breaking up
of the singular and vertical façade faces.
better design
This is so ugly only someone’s mother could
tolerate it
Do we have to include more edge
developement?
Oversized and high density needs to be near
the freeway
move the parking to safe, gated underground
parking areas so that you can make the
current parking area more appealing - with
landscaping, a shaded area, even a
playground for small lchildren. Gets people
out to naturally socialize with their neighbors
(hopefully post-COVID!). Maybe a water
fountain - great for relaxing and drowning
out car/road noise.
Shade in parking lot, trees or solar panels like
at College of Marin
Too massive
Building Design looks too institutional
perhaps 2 buildings situated more
strategically on the property
Oh my god, just NO.
so bad
do not like
Soften parking design (landscaping, carports,
something) to improve entry of building
a different color, just not beige or Barbie doll
skin
Looks like a hospital.
too massive without articulation
Clearly need so recreational facilities as
otherwise it looks boring. How about patios
and cool porches too.
This looks very institutional.
Too much wrong to list
Too big for the area
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not suitable for infill
no articulation, no set back elements, looks
inexpensive and somewhat cheap
Core is better
Finish facade materials are sad.
Design is non-offensive, but bland. Some
balnconies and breaking up elements would
help to reduce the visual massing.
Integrate with surroundings better, articulate;
edge conditions should strive to integrate
with nature
More trees
UGLY
Break into blocks so it’s not a wall
disconnecting from open space behind it.
Same - basically build more housing
can't evaluate in abstract without knowing
constraints
the blocky building is made worse by the
huge, barren parking area. Not a good edge
at all.
xxxx
dislike large parking in front with no
screening, add balconies or decks, the site is
on or near a hillsite but the design is straight
up like it is on flat land, does not make sense.
near
I would include a shopping mall for all
necessities of every day.
everything - this is just ugly
improve design
Archtecture a 5.
Another example of not trying to look like
high density housing that clearly look like a
big box with ranch house roof
Again, lush/green landscaping would help; as
would a step-back, tiered style. This would
keep buildings from looking flat and bulky.
High density housing should be prohibited.
So far these edge concepts look like they hold
hundreds of units in very tight quarters.
Reconfigure solar panals-push together
rather spaced
Bland, flat surfaces with unsophisticated
color make this look like a cheap tract.
Tear it down
too dense
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terrible project
Project exhibits no imagination at all. Boring.
Uninviting. Wouldn't want to live here. Site is
nice enough but the project doesn't take
advantage of it.
Too large
Again it need more color more area for kids
to play, more imagination. It looks cold and
uninviting.
Design not appropriate with environs
All
Way too chunky/too much mass
start over; that building doesn't belong in
that area with SFH/ADU's; belongs more in a
core area with walk-able shops, cafe's etc.
otherwise every trip is by car, even in a higher
density development. it's too far from good
public transit too.
Stands out a fit in landscape, though colors
are good blend.
bicycle and walking friendly
Scale - why such density at the edge?
More private outdoor open space for
residents
Traditional architecture design with classical
details please, underground parking, make
separate townhomes, reduce to two stories
Way too massive, not enough facade
articulation. Unattractive overhangs. Not
enough fine grained detailing.
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Edge Context Example 3:

What characteristics make the design of the
development appealing to you?
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

•
•
•

•
•

solar
see above edge comments re open space.
Lower density than other edge examples.
It's OK
solar panels
Bravo!
Like the natural landscaping.
If those are solar panels, that is a plus.
Fits well with natural setting.
Proximity of open space
tacky like novato
reminds me of Motel 6 in Pismo Beach
needs variety of color
Blah
The others were so bad that this one looks
better by comparison.
Tough to get a lot big enough.
Don’t disturb our open space
A darker color scheme would have been
more successful
The setback front porch entries maintain a
comfortable space from sidewalk.
This is another example of a site that I know
very well and base on the site, topography,
etc. I think this is any excellent project.
If that was in my City, I’d move. That’s the
case with this and the previous examples.
Same - basically build more housing
the scale and fragmented character of this
project helps make it a better edge project-albeit devoid of character....
xxxx
natural beauty of the area
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What improvements would you make to the
design of the development?
•
•

•
•

•
•

•
•
•
•

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Public or community space. Less sprawl.
Access to electric car charging.
varying materials from one bldg to another
would help with reducing monolithic
development
Don't build this
From the photo on the right I can’t figure out
where the parking is, except on the street?
The street?
Ugly sprawl.
No public access off the end of the cul-de-sac.
What's the point of open space if you can't
access/use it?
Start over looks like something from the 80’s
better design
Where is the parkiing?
Again, I'd rather have it as habitat for critters,
not humans. No more edge developement.
Infill is a better answer.
front windows look exposed, uncomfortable
One or two would be OK, don't think look of a
row of identical houses fits in San Anselmo.
Hopeless
9abismal all around
bigger windows
Feels like the '80s - too uniform (at least
change the paint...)
too dense, packed in
color
Better but agin what’s the draw to living here?
Where are the amenities...pools, workout
facilities, gardens. Why about beautiful
expansivenporches and maybe even a
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•
•

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

design
Ah, a crescent, we must be in England.
Buildre schlock. No architect got near this
project
This is a nice massing with units that are
dense but distinct
solar
Solar! And it looks like some have patios.
mediocre
solar panels!
Nice siding for Marin!
building color not natural to environment.
like how it steps down hillside and not too tall
ugly solar panels, cheap windows

•
•
•
•

•

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

•
•
•

•
•

clubhouse. Again I would look to neighboring
states for ideas. You can’t just build out in
this immense heat without creating outdoor
recreation for the home renters or owners
See previous comment
This property would really sing with improved
landscaping.
Darker colors
Some variations of amtierials, details and
colors of individual building could help to
make it more of a village look as opposed to
a complex.
Create pedestrian experiences. This is a
bedroom community; lacks neighborhood
feel.
Can’t see neighboring structures so don’t
know how it fits in
Relationship to the site!
It feels raw. Too parking oriented.
Same - basically build more housing
sameness is stultifying
xxxx
fake craftsman style
It looks compacted, with no centrality, or
community feel. It is a drive through.
design
More inviting front yard/porch space and
allow buildings to be closer to property lien
to create a green space between both sides
of parking
Should try to eliminate how many shared
walls there are
Color: bland mono-color buildings look
institutional and cheap.
If you look in west Novato there are cluster
developments like this. They are the worst
bedroom communities no community pool
with neighbors, library, cafe. It’s get in your
car and drive to work or school. What about
these blog relationship to their community?
Bike and walking paths. Community gardens
and playgrounds.
make sure biking, walking and kids playing
are easy and safe
Edge conditions should allow the edge to
'read' ie there needs to be space between the
units. Large monoblock housing structures
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are simple economic vehicles for the
developers to maximize their profit - allow
development closer to the setbacks IF the
buildings have same density with more
spaces between them
This survey is too long.
More color, more area for kids to play, more
color!
Overall design not appropriate for
environment
don't see the advantage of having this type of
density in a non-core area; doesn't look walkable to shops or good public transit being on
the "edge"
could be 3 or 4 stories tall
building color change
Disagree with MF housing at the edge
Require traditional design with classical
details, underground parking, increase and
improve landscaping, separate townhomes
would be better
Seems like a lot of paving. I wonder if there
could a better way to lay out parking. It's a lot
of paving that takes up space that could be
landscape.
Looks ok where landscape frontage is more
than parking frontage.

Please provide any additional comments.
•

•

•
•

•

I hope consideration will be given to prioritizing elements of the LEED Standards for
materials use and energy efficiency. We have no excuse for building any structures
that inefficient or wasteful and every responsibility to build intelligently. I'm also
hoping that new structures are equipped with solar or are 'solar ready' and offer
provisions for electric vehicles to be charged on site. The potential for inhabitants
and visitors to congregate in community or sheltered landscaped areas with seating
is desirable. Thanks for the opportunity to chime in!
Please make apartment complexes. Housing is horrendous in Marin. I accept that I
won't ever own a home but it'd be wonderful if there was more competition and a
one bedroom wasn't $1800.
How will these units be made available for low income and POC so we can address
disparity of race in this county
Most of these examples do not fit Marin. There are a few I recognized from Mill
Valley. Those are okay as they are. The building on 4th St in San Rafael is fine for San
Rafael but not for mill Valley
Encourage more density near commercial areas and access to transportation. Also,
allow second units in single family areas.
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Substantially all the architecture was unimaginative and timid. None of the buildings
diverged from lowest common denominator mid-century American standard.
I wish you had provided location types with each building, as some would be
appropriate in a mall setting but not in a main street or residential setting and visa
versa. Without that reference the building specifics become somewhat meaningless.
Challenging to answer some of these questions without seeing the neighboring
building heights with in the community. Pictures weren't too helpful in showing all
the attributes you asked about.
Please stop allowing edge developments! They're major contributors to car culture
and bad for the environment.
Unable to go back & Check prior responses. Completed on cell. Unable to expand
pictures to view site, etc til end. Thus could not see parking, neighborhood, overall
site. etc. Sorry
I don't see how objective discussion of 9 projects out of context can inform objective
design standards. The term 'appealing' is not even defined. Do you mean it appeals
to my taste. Would I want to live there? Or would I respect the diversity that this
project brings to my community and therefore it appeals to me as an expression of
someone else's taste. I cherish diversity and would not want 10 of even my favorite
building in a community. This process seems like an attempt to legislate style. I think
all of the projects would benefit from more design innovation.
Multi unit housing is vital to our county but adjustments must be made to design to
allow for the health and safety of residents based on the current pandemic and to
minimize issues if things like this happen again in the future.
A moratorium would be best for our community or build in Novato or Petaluma they
have lots of room
OPEN YOUR EYES AND REALLY SPEAK THE TRUTH. DO NOT COMPROMISE FOR
AVERAGE!
This survey is too long
I think you are missing a huge piece in this survey. Green design should be leading
any new developments. Electric, solar, EV charging stations, community gardens,
should be the guts to all of this. We need to look forward with resiliency in mind not
just look and parking lot placement.
Thank you!
Thanks for both making a plan, and asking for input. Yay. Any new building should
incorporate solar, electric vehicle charging and bike parking. I liked that a couple of
the examples included raised beds, which is usually lacking for buildings with more
density.
I think urbank= density for larger towns like San Rafael is different than for San
Anselmo -bigger towns 6 stories seem fine, otherwise, 3 feels like enough. For all,
prefer parking behind or off street without street being all garages,
High density housing needs to be walking distance from services and transportation.
Parking needs to be under buildings or automated underground. Development in
the unincorporated county should be minimized.
Make sure every unit has parking for two cars. Not too tall.
To be honest, we can't see everything you're asking questions about, E.G. you
mention positioning of parking when we can't see an entrance if it's inside, is there
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actually designated parking for the building, is there some short term parking close
to the front door(s) as well as underground or other parking.
I support more mixed use and residential development, and am generally supportive
of larger structures, particularly near transportation.
I believe we need more core context affordable housing 5/20/2020 8:03 AM
Make new buildings as green as possible. Consider fire and how many people would
have to use a given road BEFORE you add houses people would have to drive to.
I'm all for higher density where people can walk or bike to work and errands. There
needs to better accommodation for Bicycle infrastructure
Buildings should require 6 feet of fill dirt to raise them up if they are in a global
warming flood zone.
We need more residential, multi-family, and mixed use properties in our County, so
I’m hoping these Objective Standards will make it harder for folks to stop new
construction just because of their own specific subjective biases. With that being
said, I do think it’s really important to make these buildings architecturally consistent
with the existing properties. I think the vast amount of people in Marin agree that we
don’t want uber-contemporary steel boxes next to vintage homes – it’s just
aesthetically unappealing. I’m for new housing though, so if it fits within the
parameters of what you can legally build, then I think it should be built.
Please make survey shorter and more interesting. 5/19/2020 5:27 PM
none of these building look amenable to people with disabilities (like a temporary
sprained ankle even) - no or close to no personal outdoor space - looks like sardine
cans
This is a terrible survey. All the pictures were insufficient to answer the questions
thoughtfully. As well there lacked any clarity. There were 3 different pictures, not
always obviously relating to reach other.
Some of these multi-unit building are huge and hulking, very unappealing.
When feasible, solar should be included in every building plan.
hard to do quickly, unsure of parking configuration--but a great start to get
impressions. Articulation and interesting rooflines are key
My hope is that if we do multiple use design that we are very thoughtful in how we
approach the development. For downtown areas the building should not be
overwhelmingly tall and set back a bit from the street to allow for a feeling of
openness. For suburban and edge big developments need to fit in with the aesthetic
of Marin. Think more Sea Ranch and less Riverside county
I think the survey is too long. I try to do surveys, but I almost dropped out of this. It's
not just the time it takes, but the images and questions really run together.
Looking forward to more multi-family and many more ADU's in Marin to help aid the
housing shortage.
Many of the examples provided seem to show rather dense, tightly compacted living
spaces that don't necessarily fit the surroundings. There really were only two or
three that truly worked within our natural landscapes and still satisfied better
housing needs.
Let us stay with traditional design -- I do not like modern steel and cubes
It was hard to sometime see the parking and access layouts as I could not zoom in
on the screen. Also challenging to review relations ship to neighborhood without
more photos and details on the surrounding areas.
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Hard to understand the parking layouts and relationship to major roadways.
The smaller the better
The selection of choices is somewhat bizarre. Absolutely not clear what the purpose
of the survey is. What does it possibly have to do with "objective" design standards?
Yes make good designs available as standards to grow “the Missing Middle” please.
More landscaping. Muted colors. More articulation and better architectural design
for some of those examples were very cookie cutter with no interesting elements
Thank you for doing this! It was a fun survey. I encourage increased density in Marin.
I hope to see almost none of those structures in Marin. I’m not paying $38k in
property taxes for horrible design.
Just build more housing. Anything you try to build, old, rich white people (or any
combination thereof) will complain and spend a lot of time saying it ruins the
character of our neighborhoods.
Just Build more housing. Don't limit it based on parking. And don't cave to NIMBY
pressure.
For height, you should make it so that people can say whether they think it's too tall
or too short. And setback should include setback from other buildings/property lines,
not just the road. Those two factors more adequately capture the idea of whether
someone wants it to be more sense or less dense. Additionally, no consideration
public transit proximity, bike parking, alternate transportation. Marin County runs
exclusively on cars apparently. This survey doesn't let you say that things should be
bigger, taller, denser in general.
very hard to evaluate without knowing the constraints that were involved in the
design; plus the locations of the developments even within the grouping can
influence responses. creating ideal "objective" design guidelines is nice exercise but
overall objective is getting more affordable housing in Marin and to make the cost
onerous in "ideal" objective design guidelines defeats the objective. Yes, subjective is
worse but objective in the abstract is just as bad in its unyielding result
hard to judge places by photos. Keep that in mind. But good lord, what an
unfortunate selection to wade through. Nothing seemed to grow out of its context.
The rebranding of 'form based codes' to 'objective design' doesn't change the
problem that it gives one party too much arbitrary, subjective and vague
interpretation power.
Let's make communities, not buildings. Human beings need connection to their
surrounding and the people who live in those structures. Thanks.
Not very helpful survey. Do not feel like my important opinions were sought or
submitted. Waste of time.
I do not think this is a very good survey - actually, I think it is a TERRIBLE survey. The
photographs and the maps do not give very much information. More importantly, I
question the purpose of the survey, as well. I don't think that there should be a onesize-fits-all approach. "Ugly" or "attractive" are very subjective, and every site is
different. There needs to be room for new architectural styles and 21st building
materials and approaches. What you are showing is everything that has already been
done.
I am very much in favor of Objective Design Standards and high density housing for
ALL Marin communities. I would encourage more material innovation for a more
dynamic look and allow more modern buildings, especially in core locations.
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Thank you for engaging the community in this! After taking the survey, my feeling is
that we need to set our sights on a higher level of design/architecture in general.
Candidly, all images felt very dated and uninspired. (I feel bad saying this, I am a very
nice person!) There is a lot of great design out there these days and I am hopeful that
we can produce objective standards that bring this kind of innovation to any
developments that occur in Marin. Also: I think it is helpful when buildings are set
back from the street, the upper levels step back/tier, landscaping is lush / layered,
and colors are kept neutral / respectful of nature. Thank you again for all of your
work!
High density housing should be prohibited--anything over 3 stories and 10 units.
There was no mention nor questions about density of each development and
placement within the community. Form must follow function and Mill Valley has
severely limited ingress/egress depending on location.
What bothers me is anything that accents the impression of masses of people living
on top of each other Too many modern apartment buildings look like they'll be
outdated in 10-years.
All cities in Marin County need to be approving more housing at all income levels, by
accepting higher density development in core areas. State Senator Scott Weiner's
plan is the way to make sure it happens.
20 units per acre is too much for most cities in Marin, largely due to context and to
traffic problems. so less density please. got to make biking and walking a priority in
all planning. and less parking. Solana Beach required a 18 unit have 53 parking
spots--crazy! please do not come close to this.
Marin's most beautiful and inviting communities offer variety in the sizes, styles and
colors of their buildings. We should avoid dictating a singular approach. Design
should take advantage of the natural setting.
I am definitely an advocate for setting standards on architectural design and dwelling
intensity. As mentioned earlier I am concerned about county water supply, sewage
and traffic management infrastructure. I am confident that these essential elements
will be studied carefully.
Overall, the designs were substandard. Not appropriate and unfitting to many
environs. Cheap materials. No charm.
This entire series of slides does not represent Fairfax in its character at all,
completely out of context.
Please require traditional architectural design with symmetry and classical details.
Please require deep setbacks with elaborate landscaping. Require abundant parking
but put it underground or behind a building, hidden with landscaping. Individual
townhomes are preferred to apartment buildings. Limit height to two stories.
Require project to preserve views, sunlight, and privacy of neighbors. Require
environmental impact report for all the areas where these objective standards would
apply.
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APPENDIX D: City of Belvedere Customized Survey
Summary of Responses
To augment the online survey for the Objective Design Standards Project in Marin County, the City of
Belvedere developed additional questions gather feedback targeted to the City. Four multi-family and
one mixed-use developments were illustrated with questions on the level of appeal of the design,
appealing/unappealing, the characteristics make the design appealing and characteristics that need
improvement.
Four multi-family and one mixed-use developments were illustrated with questions on the level of
appeal of the design and to indicate what characteristics make the design appealing and what
characteristics need improvement. The City received 6 responses. The respondents identified Multifamily Development Example 1 and 2 to be the most appealing, while Example 3 and 4 were found to
be somewhat appealing, and respondents found Example 5 to be the least appealing. Respondents
preferred the “Building articulation” and “Building height” of Example 1 and 2 and noted these
characteristics needed improvement for the other three examples. The tables below provide a
detailed breakdown of the preferences of the respondents.

Mixed-Use Development Example 1:

How appealing do you consider the design of the development shown in the image?
ANSWER CHOICES

RESPONSES

5 – Very Appealing

4

4 – Somewhat Appealing
3 – Neither Appealing or Unappealing
2 – Somewhat Unappealing
1 – Very Unappealing

0
1
0
0

What characteristics make the design of the development appealing to you?
ANSWER CHOICES
Building setback
Location and configuration of parking
Building access
Building height

RESPONSES
0
2
3
3
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Building articulation
Screening
Landscaping/plantings
Area between the building and roadway
Relationship of the building with neighboring structures
None
Other (please specify)

4
0
1
0
3
1
0

What improvements would you make to the design of the development? (Mark all that apply).
ANSWER CHOICES

RESPONSES

Building setback
Location and configuration of parking
Building access
Building height
Building articulation
Screening
Landscaping/plantings
Area between the building and roadway
Relationship of the building with neighboring structures
None
Other (please specify)

4
1
1
1
1
0
3
2
0
0
0

Mixed-Family Development Example 2:

How appealing do you consider the design of the development shown in the image?
ANSWER CHOICES

RESPONSES

5 – Very Appealing
4 – Somewhat Appealing
3 – Neither Appealing or Unappealing
2 – Somewhat Unappealing
1 – Very Unappealing

4
1
0
0
0

What characteristics make the design of the development appealing to you? (Mark all that
apply).
ANSWER CHOICES
Building setback
Location and configuration of parking
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Building access
Building height
Building articulation
Screening
Landscaping/plantings
Area between the building and roadway
Relationship of the building with neighboring structures
None
Other (please specify)

2
4
4
2
3
1
3
0
0

What improvements would you make to the design of the development? (Mark all that apply).
ANSWER CHOICES

RESPONSES

Building setback
Location and configuration of parking
Building access
Building height
Building articulation
Screening
Landscaping/plantings
Area between the building and roadway
Relationship of the building with neighboring structures
None
Other (please specify)

3
3
0
1
0
0
3
2
0
0
0

Mixed-Family Development Example 3:

How appealing do you consider the design of the development shown in the image?
ANSWER CHOICES
5 – Very Appealing
4 – Somewhat Appealing
3 – Neither Appealing or Unappealing
2 – Somewhat Unappealing
1 – Very Unappealing

RESPONSES
0
3
0
1
1

What characteristics make the design of the development appealing to you?
ANSWER CHOICES
Building setback
Location and configuration of parking

RESPONSES
1
1
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Building access
Building height
Building articulation
Screening
Landscaping/plantings
Area between the building and roadway
Relationship of the building with neighboring structures
None
Other (please specify)

1
3
3
0
1
1
1
0
0

What improvements would you make to the design of the development? (Mark all that apply).
ANSWER CHOICES

RESPONSES

Building setback
Location and configuration of parking
Building access
Building height
Building articulation
Screening
Landscaping/plantings
Area between the building and roadway
Relationship of the building with neighboring structures
None
Other (please specify)

2
4
3
2
3
1
2
3
1
0
0

Mixed-Family Development Example 4:

How appealing do you consider the design of the development shown in the image?
ANSWER CHOICES

RESPONSES

5 – Very Appealing
4 – Somewhat Appealing
3 – Neither Appealing or Unappealing
2 – Somewhat Unappealing
1 – Very Unappealing
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What characteristics make the design of the development appealing to you? (Mark all that
apply).
ANSWER CHOICES

RESPONSES

Building setback
Location and configuration of parking
Building access
Building height
Building articulation
Screening
Landscaping/plantings
Area between the building and roadway
Relationship of the building with neighboring structures
None
Other (please specify)

4
3
3
2
1
4
3
2
1
1
0

What improvements would you make to the design of the development? (Mark all that apply).
ANSWER CHOICES

RESPONSES

Building setback
1
Location and configuration of parking
0
Building access
1
Building height
0
Building articulation
3
Screening
1
Landscaping/plantings
0
Area between the building and roadway
1
Relationship of the building with neighboring structures
2
None
0
Other (please specify)
1
• Too boxy of a design with roofline. Nice landscaping though

Mixed-Family Development Example 5:
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How appealing do you consider the design of the development shown in the image?
ANSWER CHOICES

RESPONSES

5 – Very Appealing
4 – Somewhat Appealing
3 – Neither Appealing or Unappealing
2 – Somewhat Unappealing
1 – Very Unappealing

0
1
2
1
1

What characteristics make the design of the development appealing to you? (Mark all that
apply).
ANSWER CHOICES
Building setback
Location and configuration of parking
Building access
Building height
Building articulation
Screening
Landscaping/plantings
Area between the building and roadway
Relationship of the building with neighboring structures
None
Other (please specify)

RESPONSES
3
2
1
4
1
1
1
1
1
0
0

What improvements would you make to the design of the development? (Mark all that apply).
ANSWER CHOICES
Building setback
Location and configuration of parking
Building access
Building height
Building articulation
Screening
Landscaping/plantings
Area between the building and roadway
Relationship of the building with neighboring structures
None
Other (please specify)
• Wider sidewalk
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APPENDIX E: City of Mill Valley Customized Survey
Summary of Responses
To augment the online survey for the Objective Design Standards Project in Marin County, the City of
Mill Valley developed additional questions on the design of developments to gather information more
targeted to their community. The survey consists of nine questions, three open-ended and six
multiple-choice with a write-in option. Three open-ended questions seek the respondents’ preference
on specific developments in Mill Valley (which development they like and dislike) and the types of
businesses they would like to see as part of mixed-use development.
The City received 54 responses. Generally, responses favored multi-family or mixed-use
developments in Mill Valley along Miller Avenue, particularly 505, 509, and 515 Miller. Many
respondents prefer the Pickleweed Apartment, 32 and 36 Laurelwood, Old Mill Cottages, and
development on Blithedale across from Pharmaca. Respondents noted architecture, color, and
materials as appealing characteristics of their favorite development. The tables below provide a
detailed breakdown of the responses. The write-in comments are included as well.

What is your favorite multi-family or mixed-use (commercial and residential on same property)
building/ development in Milly Valley? Please provide location (address or describe location
below).
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Mill valley road
Large apartment complex
505 Miller; Old Mill Cottages
Corner of gardner and corte madera
509 Miller
Bilthedale across from Pharmaca
El Paseo
N side of miller by wells fargo bank
El Paseo
There are many great commercial projects in MV and many awesome residences. But so far
the two together has been very underwhelming in MV.
the one on miller next to wells fargo (toy house)
32 and 36 Laurelwood,
Miller ave townhouse/retail
Their aren't enough!
Park Terrace off Sycamore and Commons on Miller
None--high density housing should be prohibited.
across from Old Mill School
MV Lumberyard
The one in this survey on Miller
none
The five tiny houses on the 100 block of Sycamore
515 Miller Ave
Pickelweed
Pickleweed across from Tam HS
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•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Condos on miller past All Wrapped Up
69 / 71 Lovell Ave - 2 unit infill project
505 Miller
approx 243 E. Blithedale across from store fronts Belle and Compass
Miller ave. Buildings around Wells Fargo and in downtown
Redwood buildings set back in trees on Miller next to creek near/in town. Almost unnoticeble
redwoods townhomes off E. Blithdedale on opp side street of Pharmaca, Ecalyptus Knolls on
Hamilton, and townhomews that sit across from park near MV Garden
515 Miller Avenue
none
Aloha Lofts, 65 Throckmorton
X
505 Miller Ave
505 Miller, 4 Old Mill St., and the modrn prefab around 866 Blithedale
8 Old Mill
501 Miller
Apartment complexes off Miller east of D'Angelo's and of E. Blithedale opposite Pharmaca or
so
31 - 43 Lovell Avenue

Describe why you like this building/ development (check all that apply):
ANSWER CHOICES

RESPONSES

Architecture
31
Color
27
Materials
26
Building Setback
21
Building Articulation
25
Building Height
22
Configuration and Location of Parking (if parking is onsite)
21
Street Frontage
18
Landscaping/ Plantings
20
Amenities
2
Other (please specify)
12
• wonderful pedestrian experience
• still waiting.
• Both are well designed and interesting living spaces. The clustering of Park Terrace
with courtyards and private gardens/decks is lovely and the lofts above the
Commons main building are what we want for younger residents.
• None--high density housing should be prohibited.
• I like to see variety in styles and colors throughout the community. Distinctive
architectural details, and artwork should be integrated where possible.
• Nice playground and peaceful walking path
• No visible parking, front hedges on street screening the buildings. Shingles blend
into adjacent area, redwoods on perimeter
• Can't think of any.
• The architecture is typical for Mill Valley
• Buildings almost unoticeable due to how situated
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•
•

Re-use near transit and services
We don’t have very many

What do you like least about the look of development in Milly Valley? (Please elaborate and
provide examples):
•
•
•

•
•

•

•
•
•
•

•
•
•
•

•
•
•
•
•
•
•

test
Too many single family homes
I like how each building is unique in Mill Valley. Please don't allow cookie-cutter repetitive
designs. Even a multi-family building should be broken into smaller chunks that look like
multiple buildings.
Inconsistency; for older 60’s 70’s building along miller it is rough
The enormous size of many new single-family homes. They're made even bigger with the
"free" ADU which is rarely rented out. Even the realtors/developers suggest this is just a way
to get more for less. See the April edition of "Mill Valley Living" (the latest RE booster
magazine).
Developments with parking in front of building, rather than behind or under. Developments
with generic, not-regionally responsive architecture. Developments without sustainability
and green building features.
White generic boxes like Chambers and Chambers office
not enough of it
The massive cement wall on Miller that’s been sitting for years; accessory dwelling units on
top of neighboring properties.
The terrain seems to force buildings to deal with the context in unique ways and thus the
design quality of projects tend to be higher here. Were the design solutions codified at the
design level of course we would lose that uniqueness in the future--as many communities
have.
buildings setback too much on Miller
The county jurisdiction area next to Manzemia Parking at 101 entrance
Not enough setbacks or variations of materials at street level or quality of materials
I don't like the uniformity and insistence on earth tones and low heights in core areas. I like
mixed use if location supports it. A more dynamic look in downtown that is not Disney
Historic, allow more innovation in facades and massing.
High density housing should be prohibited--all the projects on Miller Avenue are terrible.
The fact that Design Review is being used as a marketing tool by local architects has left us
with dissonant designs that do not fit the character of Mill Valley.
Shoreline Highway along Dipsea Cafe is dated and not visually pleasant
My comment won't help with this multi-use survey but don't like all the very modern houses
being pushed into our rural/country like environment. Most don't fit.
multi use development and condos --mill valley is a single family town - multi use is pushed
by unresponsive city staff that don't live here
I do not like the massive structure on Miller Avenue near Wells Fargo bank. It is built into the
sidewalk and is too tall and large.
Too many new homes that look like they belong south of market in Sf. We are known the
world over for beautiful nature and many new homes are fortresses without connection to
nature or their neighbors. Way too many cars on the hillsides - limit size of garages and
encourage people to walk. We need more signage/ promotion of MV values towards nature
and hiking and biking.
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Got to have setbacks from road. Not be too vertical near road, step it up instead. got to be
near shops etc. got to be very bike and walk friendly
Mass. This is not the place for mass, stands out if not adequately set back and screened w
vegetation. Commercial projects w cold modern designs or cheap bland finishes just look big
The front public area should be a bit bigger and more usable - tables, benches, etc.
The entry to Mill Valley via Miller Avenue is and eyesore. Most recent developments have not
been completed even after years of planning and years of slow construction. MV needs to
properly vet developers to make sure they have a viable plan and the resources to complete
their projects.
500 Miller Ugh
Lack of density along Miller Corridor which could handle 3 and 4 level buildings properly
designed
The giant wall on Miller where construction seems to have stopped for no reason. The lack
of affordable housing in areas that seem perfect for it (Miller Ave, by Goodman's, etc.).
dense looking areas
Mill Valley's 'look' is great. Vibrant and diverse. It's problem is inertia and bureaucratic
resistance.
X
Primarily the lack of rapid development such as the example above offering multi-use and
more public spaces

Do you find it difficult to park in the commercial or multi-family areas in Milly Valley?
ANSWER CHOICES

RESPONSES

Yes
8
No
34
Why or Why not?
• I bike.
• Parking is fine. Downtown should be for walking, not parking. The downtown lot is enough.
Encourage biking and residents, not visitors and cars.
• Can generally find a spot within a block or two. Keeping parking at 2 hour max. in
commercial cooridors makes it much easier. Can be difficult to park downtown at peak
times.
• I live in town and don't need to drive much.
• As much as possible, our family leaves the car at home and walks and bikes for our
commutes and our errands in town.
• I walk a lot
• I have a parking pass, it is easy to find metered parking
• I know many secret places.
• parking is easy
• Walking distance to work from my home
• Only during the film festival!
• N/A
• I live in the multi-family core and the City Council has refused to deal with our parking issues
for+25 years. Because our streets have multi hour parking it is continually used as free
parking for downtown businesses and employees.
• So far development hasn't been at the detriment to the reality of auto use in Mill Valley
• It can be challenging at peak times, but generally is not too bad.
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•
•
•
•
•

•
•
•
•
•
•

I walk almost everywhere
There is ample parking downtown.
Parking near MV Market can be challenging, esp on Friday and Sat nights.
They don’t allocate enough parking and doesn’t accommodate visitors or service providers
Sometimes there's not enough parking, sometimes there is, depends on the area. 515 Miller,
for example, doesn't have any parking for customers, just for residents. Or not enough
parking for customers in the back.
Often difficult to find street parking downtown, wish that parking wasn't metered, or would
be free to MV residents through a registration system.
Traffic
X
We rarely drive downtown as we live close. It is harder to find parking when needed,
however.
Downtown can get busy if all the event venues are full and the major holidays making it
difficult to park, but otherwise its generally not too bad.
We have the right balance between on-street and off-street and the RSVP stickers help.
Seems like there is always parking open.

Do you think Mill Valley would benefit from the addition of well-designed multi-family and
mixed-use development along Miller Avenue or in the downtown area?
ANSWER CHOICES

RESPONSES

Yes
32
No
10
Why or Why not?
• We need affordable apartments for commuters to rent
• We don't need any big development. If we had one, it should be well designed. The recent
designs that have stairs up to storefronts do not work. The storefronts should be on the
sidewalk level. We certainly do not need more office space. Some multi-family over retail
would be okay.
• Miller Ave is a bit of an eyesore with varrying archeticutre and a lot of unattractive, not very
functional buildings.
• Multi unit for sure. However, is there some way to encourage RENTAL units, not just condos?
• Yes! Thee and four or even five story buildings (stepping back where necessary) along Miller
and in downtown will provide much needed housing in a diversity of unit-types.
Cooperatively owned or community land trust models allow for alternative funding
mechanisms which build wealth for the lower-middle class and have the tendancy to provide
the right scale, feel and sense of 'place'.
• Miller is a perfect multi use corridor Housing in the upper floors of downtown is great but
people can't let go of their cars
• well-designed being the key word - with good parking, good pedestrian interface. Existing
multi family housing leaves a lot to be desired and It was hard to think of mixed use
developments, there are not many. Mixed use and local housing promotes living and
working in the same location, less automobile travel.
• Need more lower income housing
• Only if it was refurbishing some of the older structures in need of updating and/or repair.
• This answer must be qualified. Miller Avenue could be improved or destroyed by such
projects. It all depends on how well the project contributes to the street.
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•
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•

•
•

•
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we need more housing
Existing traffic issues, especially due to the huge number of visitors to Muir Woods, Tam, and
beach communities.
The space is available and it is transit and pedestrian friendly
Yes to more housing, not sure we need more retail or office space. We do need Loft like
spaces that can be flexible for different uses and can adapt to needs as they change. We also
need more 1 bdrm and studio housing for our retail and service industries. We need much
more multifamily that is affordable too, not market rate.
Adds traffic, congestion, and ruins the small town character of Mill Valley.
The character of Miller Avenue and therefore Mill Valley has already been significantly
changed with the addition of buildings, density and use that are more appropriate for
suburban sprawls like Petaluma or Concord.
Miller Ave. is wonderful how it handles traffic. More mixed use would be nice for additional
tenants.
On Miller but not downtown - heaven forbid!
If you have to ask you are not a Mill Valley resident
We need more affordable housing. Also, more mixed use development, combined with
recent improvements to Miller Avenue, will encourage more foot traffic and may reduce car
trips.
People prefer single family homes, but not everyone can afford real estate here. It would be
nice to provide “starter” homes that no longer exist due to maximizing of every lot possible.
There are already multi family and mixed use on Miller. Maybe help those owners improve
and upgrade what is currently there?
Big need for more affordable and work force housing. Every project should do 50%
inclusionary like Santa Cruz, CA. But MV must be careful with too many new multi unit
buildings--we already have bug traffic problems--getting in and out of town.
Town too small, traffic and congestion. Not what we are
I love well designed multi-use buildings. They don't appeal to every person as a residence,
but can create a nice atmosphere, and provide much needed additional housing. Should
encourage walkability/bikeability, and not be situated directly on the sidewalk, but set back a
a bit with usable public space.
No more development on high school end of Miller! There are too many projects that
stopped and are not seeing a path towards completion. This end of Miller is an eyesore and
a travesty. Please don't add more structures of any kind there. Leave downtown the way it is.
If you add even well-designed multi-family projects, unless they are small 2-4 units on infill
lots, there will be unacceptable congestion, no parking, and MV's beloved character will be
lost forever.
Yes, if unobtrusive structures and if truly low - moderate cost e.g. $ 250 - 400,000 or fixed
low cost rentable. Some senior housing would be great.
I personally had the old Russel and Gooch site in contract and wanters to build there, but the
city's guidelines would not permit enough units to make it commercially feasible to build
housing there, despite the 3 curb cuts, a street-to-street lot of 3/4 acre.
We need more housing and some of the older buildings on Miller are an inefficient use of
space
Traffic
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We MUST get out of our cars by living, working, shopping and recreating within walkable
zones. 'Suburban' and 'Edge' development as speculated in this survey are DISASTERS in the
making. A time bomb of increased automotive use and congestion.
We don’t have any!
Absolutely. There is a general lack of housing or development in general in Mill Valley. Most
projects die with the Planning Commission.
Absolutely. I would love to see the hub at Miller and Evergreen with street level retail and
restaurants with two floors of housing above on Miller; a second downtown.
It would have to be in just the right place though. Infill only, nothing more than 3 stories.

Mixed-use development provides residential housing and commercial uses on the same
property. Are there certain types of businesses you’d like to see more In Mill Valley in association
with mixed-use buildings? List desired business types here:
•
•
•

•

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

•
•
•
•

Restaurants
More small retail with small residential. Separate buildings. Not one big building.
I don't have specific businesses but am very supportive of mixed use developement (helps a
lot with parking) and creating modern day buildings with higher ceilings and more functional
spaces that people enjoy being in. As we evolve parking is going to be less of an issue with
ebikes, driverless cars, and alternative transportion.
Actually no. Judging by the excess of unrented commercial space in Mill Valley (and all over
Marin) I think "mixed use" is unnecessary and ads nothing to the community. Unless it
involves business which directly serves the people living in the development, I think it
actually takes away from the quality of the building and the atmosphere for the people living
in it.
Live-Work maker's-spaces. A general store with basic provisions. An alcohol-free bar.
Coworking spaces.
Hardware store art supplies
No
medical, restaurants
Anything but a realty office; salon; or bank.
food, trader joe's (or small to mid size markets), hardware stores, bakery
I would like to see more work/live. Proof lab vibe as a POV is great.
Anything that isn't a nail salon :(
More restaurants Less banks, realtors, salons
Allowing greater density might lower rents and allow more diverse commercial uses. We
need to not be as strict about parking spaces for new restaurants and stores and encourage
bikes, ride share, etc. Many younger families already embrace ebikes and affordable studio
or more flex spaces might help our services workers live in town and not commute from out
of county.
Anything but a hair salon, nail salon, and art gallery.
Bars restaurants mix of indoor outdoor space
Real bakery Ice cream store Specialty/ethnic food shop (and fewer real estate places!)
hardware store fabric/crafts store
Children’s clothing store, shoe store, hardware store, cooking equipment store, appliance
store would all be welcome. We need resident serving businesses. We have too many hair
salons, nail salons and real estate offices.
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•
•
•

Locally owned businesses and no chain stores! The newish development on Miller that used
to be the lumber mill is really great!!!
The toy store building is good, but should have been stepped back; it's too vertical too fast.
Really don’t want to see more mixed use
Cafes, restaurants that close by 8pm, boutiques, flower shops, bookstores.
Local serving businesses: #1 Hardware store!!! #2 Stationary & Office Supply Store #3 Book
Store - larger than Depot #4 Locksmith #5 Arts-Related #6 Independent Health Food vitamins & supplements
Resale clothing and/or home furnishing. Ice cream store.
Neighborhood services
More craft / live work / studios
I would love to see more technology or biotech companies.
no
Outdoor dining!
Bakery Bars Outdoor seating Sports stores Hardware
Anything other than more pizza restaurants, salons, or real estate offices. A variety of
industries (e.g., more restaurants, bars, hardware stores, bike shops, etc) would be healthier
for employment in the city.
small restaurants, coffee and specialty food shops, and service businesses such as shoe
repair, hardware, locksmith, etc. Everyone has to get in a car to go to these businesses in
nearby towns. Too many nail salons, exercise studios and real estate companies. The early
dining and night life has been severely reduced, plus I imagine tax revenue.
Hardware store
Businesses for walk-in clientele; ground floor studio/display space for live-work
restaurants, hardware store, printer.

How many person(s) live in your household?
ANSWER CHOICES
1
2
3
4
5+

RESPONSES
5
18
5
10
5

What best describes your residence?
ANSWER CHOICES

RESPONSES

Single-family detached home
31
Duplex or townhouse
7
Multi-unit (3 or more units) building
3
apartment or condominium
Other (please specify)
2
• SFR with ADU
• Single family detached home; own small
apartment building
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What best describes the neighborhood context where you live?
ANSWER CHOICES

RESPONSES

Core
15
Suburban
12
Edge
8
Other (please specify):
8
• Middle ridge, detached hillside homes but
shot walk to downtown
• near suburban, can walk to stores
• Suburban but driving is not required
• We live in a Core neighborhood but the
zoning has continually changed to allow
encroaching mixed use without additional
parking.
• SF
• single family village --- Duh!
• I can walk everywhere. Might revisit the
driving assumptions in this survey
• Urban residential, the Triangle east of
Downtown
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APPENDIX F: Town of San Anselmo Customized Survey
Summary of Responses
To augment the online survey for the Objective Design Standards Project in Marin County, the Town
of San Anselmo developed additional questions to gather feedback on the design characteristics
specific to the Town. The customized survey presented three multi-family and one multi-use
developments examples with questions on the level of appeal and the characteristics that make the
example appealing. The survey also included two questions to determine the most important
characteristics in making development decisions and to incentivize affordable housing.
The City received 156 responses. Most respondents place importance on the design, aesthetics, and
scale/ size of the building in making development decisions for multi-family in the Town. Respondents
value incentives such as reduction in fees, increased density, and financial assistance for affordable
housing in San Anselmo. Most respondents identified Example 2 as very appealing and Example 1 as
the least appealing. Generally, the feedback pointed to “Building articulation,” “Building height,” and
“Landscaping/plantings” as the highest priority characteristics for an appealing and unappealing
design. The tables below provide an illustrations of the preferences of the respondents. The write-in
comments are included as well.

What topics do you feel are the most important in making development decisions for multifamily in the Town? (Rank – most to least appropriate).
Aesthetics
Affordable
Housing
Design
Height
Landscaping
Parking
Scale/ Size of
the building
Views
Other

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

9

SCORE

34

20

20

16

11

13

15

2

1

6.51

39

21

8

12

13

11

9

6

10

6.24

16
6
2
7

33
15
4
12

36
20
12
14

23
24
27
14

10
22
35
20

6
15
30
25

5
19
15
29

3
9
4
8

2
0
1
2

25

27

18

12

15

14

16

2

3

6.68
5.41
4.96
4.93
6.25

2
4

2
0

8
0

5
0

1
0

6
3

15
3

77
6

5
62

2.89
1.68

Development incentives are used to help offset the costs of affordable housing. What incentives
would be most appropriate for affordable housing in San Anselmo? (Check all that apply)
ANSWER CHOICES
Increased Height
Increased Stories
Increased Density
Decreased Parking
Decreased Setbacks
Direct Financial Assistance
Reduction in Fees
None

RESPONSES
22
28
62
36
30
61
89
11
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Other (please specify)
14
• unclear what this question is asking. poorly worded. I think we should give financial assistance to
low income families- not developers. developers shouldn't get incentives to build for low income
housing- we should just require it on the ethical principle
• Encourage mixed zoning in downtown area (ie res/com)
• MORE HOUSING
• Exactions for other public improvements in the Town, such as open space, flood mitigation,
maintenance.
• I don't know
• 2nd unit on/within property
• Affordable housing is an urgent need. Full stop. Be flexible. Be compassionate. GIT ‘ER DONE!
Please make this a priority. Thank you.
• I have no idea what this question means
• Increasing density is NOT an answer or improvement.
• less is more - quality not quantity
• I think it's okay to increase stories as long as height does not overwhelm surrounding structures
(out of scale with neighborhood)
• We have such narrow streets and such a horrible parking situation here in San Anselmo that if
we build housing without appropriate parking it will create a nightmare scenario that will be a
danger for kids, cyclists and pedestrians.
• This has a great deal to do with the location in San Anselmo, downtown vrs other neighborhoods
and terrain.
• Open space concessions

Multi-Family Development Example 1:

How appealing do you consider the design of the development shown in the image?
ANSWER CHOICES

RESPONSES

5 – Very Appealing
4 – Somewhat Appealing
3 – Neither Appealing or Unappealing
2 – Somewhat Unappealing
1 – Very Unappealing

35
62
18
19
10
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What characteristics make the design of the development appealing to you?
ANSWER CHOICES

RESPONSES

Building setback
Location and configuration of parking
Building access
Building height
Building articulation
Screening
Landscaping/plantings
Area between the building and roadway
Relationship of the building with neighboring structures
None
Other (please specify)
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

29
65
47
79
98
29
19
19
24
16
16

Size
design
decent downtown design
Doesn't look appropriate for San Anselmo
Nice color choices
colors
units look private inside; clever use of color; balconies look pleasant
This is beautifully designed. Loved watching it be built,
stylish
It's not BEIGE!!! The modern design helps too.
Less - a structure that size will take over and decrease the value of TAX
PAYING PROPERTY OWNERS
It does overlook a corp yard on one side - appealing for owners?
No indication of nearby buildings making it impossible to answer all
questions, as well as parking or entrances..
Need more trees, foliage, landscaping. Do not make it institutional
looking . Blend it in to the existing environment
I think the exterior is boring, but the location of this building makes it a
bit irrelevant.
Probably the most sever example

What improvements would you make to the design of the development? (Mark all that apply).
ANSWER CHOICES

RESPONSES

Building setback
Location and configuration of parking
Building access
Building height
Building articulation
Screening
Landscaping/plantings
Area between the building and roadway
Relationship of the building with neighboring structures
None

31
14
8
6
16
24
79
27
23
33
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Other (please specify)
10
• Too modern for San Anselmo
• better design
• That does not at all look like San Anselmo and also look overly lush - we need
affordable housing.
• better Bicycle infrastructure
• Small space to work from
• should have been lower income apartments; not contiguous with sidewalk
• Would prefer one garage entry to maximize open space.
• Too Big for our town
• I’m hoping time will soften the severity as there really is almost zero landscaping.
• Too dark of colors, too modern of architecture

Multi-Family Development Example 2:

How appealing do you consider the design of the development shown in the image?
ANSWER CHOICES
5 – Very Appealing
4 – Somewhat Appealing
3 – Neither Appealing or Unappealing
2 – Somewhat Unappealing
1 – Very Unappealing

RESPONSES
72
54
6
8
3

What characteristics make the design of the development appealing to you? (Mark all that
apply).
ANSWER CHOICES

RESPONSES

Building setback
Location and configuration of parking
Building access
Building height
Building articulation

70
65
63
90
95
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Screening
Landscaping/plantings
Area between the building and roadway
Relationship of the building with neighboring structures
None
Other (please specify)
• nice traditional design with good landscaping. Wood
shingles no bueno (fire)
• I feel this is a successful development that
incorporates density of units with visually appealing
architectural character, conformity with neighborhood
vernacular, and did a great job of street facing
presentation and screening/greening.
• Size of building
• Looks more like the area but still, why such large
units?
• natural wood
• I'm a sucker for brown shingles
• This one is nice because the design and the shingles fit
in to the style of other homes in the area
• Cozy and woodsy
• Just the design of the building and materials
• I like that this feels like many of the older homes in
San Anselmo
• Very neighbor friendly
• How well it fits in with the architectural design of the
neighborhood
• This one looks very "home-y" which is nice in our small
town
• Good architectural fit

57
107
46
48
8
14

What improvements would you make to the design of the development? (Mark all that apply).
ANSWER CHOICES

RESPONSES

Building setback
Location and configuration of parking
Building access
Building height
Building articulation
Screening
Landscaping/plantings
Area between the building and roadway
Relationship of the building with neighboring structures
None
Other (please specify)
• Ugly
• No wood shingles

12
9
6
7
7
8
11
14
12
81
16
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•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

•
•
•
•
•
•

better design
It's just ugly, also all of the pictures in this survey are pretty bad to
go by
Side plantings
Offer smaller units to increase density and access
better Bicycle infrastructure
This one is really nice but anything that can be done to
differentiate the units would improve it.
lesser of many evils - I'd check out Mill Valley
low income units in this development were never kept as low
income units. parking space for low income unit was sold
separate from unit, depriving one unit of parking forever.
I know this structure and like it very much
Not sure I would use shingles - I notice they start looking bad a lot
faster than painted houses
Too Big for our town
Less density
UGLY
Add solar

Multi-Family Development Example 3:

How appealing do you consider the design of the development shown in the image?
ANSWER CHOICES
5 – Very Appealing
4 – Somewhat Appealing
3 – Neither Appealing or Unappealing
2 – Somewhat Unappealing
1 – Very Unappealing

RESPONSES
58
59
11
9
7
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What characteristics make the design of the development appealing to you? (Mark all that
apply).
ANSWER CHOICES

RESPONSES

Building setback
Location and configuration of parking
Building access
Building height
Building articulation
Screening
Landscaping/plantings
Area between the building and roadway
Relationship of the building with neighboring structures
None
Other (please specify)
• friendly traditional moderate density. Good
earthtones
• When the landscape grows into this housing
development it will fit in nicely with the Seminary
context.
• These are beautiful.
• All (again, brown shingles!)
• nothing appealing
• Just the overall design of the building. Now add bigger
porches, outside space and BBQ pits , fire pits, some
recreation and a pool
• Great for seminary location. Not really high density.
• Pretty low density
• Beautiful architecture fit

97
48
59
77
84
27
77
51
50
16
9

What improvements would you make to the design of the development? (Mark all that apply).
ANSWER CHOICES

RESPONSES

Building setback
Location and configuration of parking
Building access
Building height
Building articulation
Screening
Landscaping/plantings
Area between the building and roadway
Relationship of the building with neighboring structures
None
Other (please specify)
• better design
• Wouldn't it be lovely if we could put all power lines in
SA below ground? They are so ugly everywhere.

8
34
8
11
21
18
26
11
15
57
13
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•
•
•
•
•
•

•
•
•

•
•
•
•

Parking lots - always ugly and boring. How about
covering the parking areas, cover them somehow with
solar panels but not ugly-looking ones and if somehow
possible, have landscaping around the panels or
somehow all over. I'll leave that to the designers!
need privacy from each other; center space should be
broken down individually for private use and screened
better Bicycle infrastructure
This one is really nice too. Same comment as previous
one: If there is anything to do to
differential the units, that would improve it.
throw out the design
Vary the design of the facade to avoid uniform bulky
feel; obscure parking somehow; add some
landscaping in front of buildings
In
Pool, recreation facility, fire pits, bbqs for residents,
outdoor picnic areas. All the latest and
greatest affordable multi use building in CA are now
building with a lot of amenities. San anselmo is in dire
need of facilities to recreate so give the tenants and
owners this please
I would add more density
Up the density
Color of the shingle stain
Add solar

Multi-Use Development Example 4:

How appealing do you consider the design of the development shown in the image?
ANSWER CHOICES
5 – Very Appealing

RESPONSES
48
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4 – Somewhat Appealing
3 – Neither Appealing or Unappealing
2 – Somewhat Unappealing
1 – Very Unappealing

51
29
12
4

What characteristics make the design of the development appealing to you? (Mark all that
apply).
ANSWER CHOICES

RESPONSES

Building setback
Location and configuration of parking
Building access
Building height
Building articulation
Screening
Landscaping/plantings
Area between the building and roadway
Relationship of the building with neighboring structures
None
Other (please specify)
• Congrats! Love mixed zoning. Didn’t realize there was
existing housing here.
• cute downtown designs. Great size
• integration with commercial development
• These building are an appropriate scale and with
acceptable facades for their location on the busy SFD
Blvd. frontage.
• Close to town
• B
• Who knew!?
• Urban feel - helps make downtown lively if people live
there
• Could be taller
• Classic, small old-town feel. Will never date or go out
of style. Reminds me of a nice British or European
town.
• Love option for more downtown living/mixed use
• like using second story of ground floor store; adds
people to commercial space
• Somewhat historic, classic
• unclear what I am looking at - apartments over shops
or getting rid of the shops
• Like the use of living space above retail
• charming old building--good conversion to housing
• less ugly than most shown - THAT'S what I find
"appealing"
• Mixed use, with retail on ground floor

37
25
45
77
73
9
11
25
63
20
26
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•
•
•
•
•
•
•

•

Like concept of business on street, home above
I love housing over businesses in Core areas.
Mixed use is nice in a downtown setting
This is very practical and attractive in a smart
downtown location.
traditional and classic urban design.
Proximity to core
Historic downtown style; and I like the mixed use
commercial on the bottom
Great mixed use concept and building style for 1920s40s influenced downtown SA

What improvements would you make to the design of the development? (Mark all that apply).
ANSWER CHOICES

RESPONSES

Building setback
Location and configuration of parking
Building access
Building height
Building articulation
Screening
Landscaping/plantings
Area between the building and roadway
Relationship of the building with neighboring structures
None
Other (please specify)
• retrofit the roofs with solar and possibly update the facades.
• Don't know
• Mixed use
• Wouldn't expect ground level to be residential
• Power lines underground. Repave the sidewalk, ideally with small
bricks - like those in downtown Truckee
• I am sure parking would be a challenge but I love this idea.
• looks outdated, old-fashioned
• difficult to determine the plan
• better Bicycle infrastructure
• Difficult to address issues of parking and entrance based on
photo
• I'm confused about this one. Are we talking about the units above
the storefronts? Confused. It is what it is.
• the awnings reduce the ability to see the storefront, and do not
seen to serve a purpose for retail stores other than signage.
Signage can be inscribed on the window...
• back to the drawing board
• Could be a total of 3-4 stories to achieve density.

18
24
10
9
25
10
54
24
10
41
19
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•
•
•
•
•

Could be taller in this location.
Facade needs a "refresh"
I don't understand! Not my idea of "multi-family"
Currently not multifamily.
an opportunity for 3 stories/ additional units

What is your favorite multi-family or mixed use (commercial and residential on same property)
building/ development in San Anselmo?
•

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Love incorporation like last one on SFD & those along SA Ave. Long time resident but can’t
come up with exact address. Strong proponent of mixed zoning in downtown as long as
height limit kept at 3 stories or less
Tamalpais Movie Theater; SF Theological Seminary
The building on the corner of Woodland and Cedar
the duplex row downtown old larkspur street behind the church
Oak Knoll Ave & SFD property.
Some of the newer apartments near the seminary
Does that even exist in San Anselmo :(
I like examples 1, 2 & 4 from the above pictures.
The complex at 71 Ross Avenue fronting opposite on Woodland.
ross street at jones
Ross Ave condos
Wells Fargo
~ 60 Ross Avenue
Seminary property
I don't know any - none where I live
I like the mixed use buildings in the downtown area. I also like the units at around 35 Ross
with the garages. Really hard to answer better without driving around.
Multi-family Development Example 2
I actually really liked all the examples you showed. I'm especially partial to the homes that
were built at the seminary. I don't know where in town it would work, but I think people
might like the old time bungalow courts that were popular in LA in the 20'-30's.
The new townhomes on Magnolia - though grounds are too concrete and mroe green would
be good - but lvoe modernity
I don’t know of any
apartments off of Ancho Vista in San Anselmo. Behind t he mortuary. Owned by G. Lucas I
believe.
apartments on Woodland, Ross andTamalpais
The Seminary is a beautiful "classic." Can't think of others - would have been nice to see a
couple of pics to prompt us.
I like anything that fits in to local architectural character. No specific address.
don't have one; maybe it's good I don't notice them
None in particular.
Example 2
Downtown
Seminary housing village.
El Paseo Apts next to Drake High
76 Ross Ave
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•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Seminary on hill new shingle style student housing ( Pictured above)
I think 18 Mariposa checks all the boxes. It’s pretty, and provides much needed housing.
They’re obviously expensive, but at least it’s something!
76 Ross Ave
Most of the buildings are on a very small scale and it's hard to tell if there is residential use.
Sorry.
88 Buena Vista Ave
san anselmo public library
Cheda Building 508 San Anselmo Avenue
35 Tamalpais Ave
The buildings around the Russian Orthodox Church on Ross Avenue.
76 (Ross Court) and 57 (Sohner Court) Ross Ave
500 San Anselmo Avenue
Ross ave. The wood single ones built in early 90s. Maybe late 80s
Any downtown building with apartments above. I have always wanted to live in one. I think
the ones over Ludwigs (which I believe is used as an office) also the ones over the tea place
and olive oil place.
Sorry I don't know - I'll just go by what you've presented above
71 Ross Ave
None that I know of but there are places outside of San anselmo I like
There are not enough to choose from
Multi-family Development Example 3
THe apartments on top of the buildings along downtowns Main Street. You don't even know
they are there.
I really can't think of anyone at the moment. This might be better as a separate question. I
have to get back to work.
downtown san anselmo near town hall
I like the mixed use concept found in downtown.
Not sure at this point
New condos by Post Office.
Example #2
Abbot Kinney Building San Rafael
Some of the older two story apartments downtown, on Ross, like #57. Not the 80s ones
crammed up next to the street.
?????
San Anselmo Avenue business district
Lipton Tea Gallery Duplex, between SA and Fairfax. I believe it’s an historic structure.
The 3rd you gave above

Describe why you like this building/ development (check all that apply):
ANSWER CHOICES

RESPONSES

Architecture
Color
Materials
Building setback
Building articulation
Building height

54
29
33
24
36
35
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Configuration and location of parking (if parking is onsite)
23
Street frontage
26
Landscaping/ plantings
31
Amenities
12
Other (please specify)
21
• There all incorporate existing buildings of long duration. Can any vacant commercial
sites be converted to affordable housing?
• All fancy duplexes with plant space and parking
• Designs with landscaping
• While shingled exterior may not be the best from the fire-safe perspective, it fits the
town residential character very well. I have long admired this complex and grew up in
SA.
• historic
• Don't know
• Mixed use
• Solar!!!! Bike parking!!! Electric vehicle charging!!! Communal gardening opportunities
on site.
• set back and always kept clean. Does not intrude on nearby residences.
• Don't like
• Old trees
• Private entrance
• Any of the turn-of-The-century commercial/mixed-use buildings we have are
beautiful and are what helps define our town. We need more, and if they are
architecturally consistent with the existing stock then even better!
• the building is keeping true to it's intended architecture/style. The buildings in San
Anselmo would appear much more charming is they did not mix periods for exterior
decor-ie. awnings, etc...if the architectural integrity was maintained, it would create a
continuity for "Main Street." Also, vertical parking so sidewalks could increase
allowing room for landscaping, specifically trees. However, parking is very important
in supporting "Main Streets" businesses, so this would have to be established nearby
to make up the difference....
• none - I fantasize living in Mill Valley or Belvedere - magical
• historic value
• All of above
• They look like a piece of history with interesting features.
• The fact that it is downtown living will draw more people to shop local and support
the downtown merchants.
• n/a
• I’m very partial to its vintage looking storefront windows and the combination of
colors. I think it’s importanat to include character when you’re building mixed use
buildings.
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